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FOREWORD

This Resource Unit is Jesigned to provide teachers, us; the Exploratcm!
CompuLer Literacy Curriculum Guide, Grades 7-8, with guidelines and
adci.tional classroom computer activities for integrating tho exploratory
J7-,pl ter literacy_program into the curriculum. These activities were

d'e ped Py local teachers in the areas of -Inguage arts, mathematics,
ence _and social studies. As with the earli?r sample ,--ctiyities found in

thF gu;de, these instructional units are only 'starting po;lts from which
te,he's can expand into their own approaches, using their own ideas and

We h_pe that all intermediate teachers and principals will find this
resourcc useful in implementing exploratory computer literacy programs in
their .iassrooms and schuols.

Francis M. Hatanaka, Superintendent
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INTRODUCTION

As schoolS develop plans and programs to meet the challenge of providing
computer experiences for their students; teachers and principals have
requested the sharing of implementation strategies and available resources;
This resource unit is part of a continuing effort towards coordinating the
sharing of teacher-developed materials in computer literacy; It should be
noted that the paging of the Resource Unit is designated with an 'R'
preceding the page number n order to distinggish this unit fiom the Grades
7-8 &ride;

The_mcterials reflect_the teacher-developers' own environments; Variaples
include size of school, characteristics of studert population, accessibi-
lity_to microcomputers and teaching style; Following the format of the
sample activities in the Grades 7-8 Guide, the sample activities in this
Resource Un:t are intended to provide additional modtls for what can be
done_in the subject areas of language arts; mathematics; science and social
studies. _Teachers and principals using these materials will need to modify
the examples to accommodate their own classroom or school situation;

The section on Classroom Management offers suggestions that the teacher-
developers of the sample activites have found conducive to effective
implementation of exploratory computer literacy; The following section on
Integration of Exploratory Computer Literacy into the Curriculum provides a
broader perspective on program implementation within the total school
setting.

For_each of_the_subject_areas of_language arts, mathmatics, science and
social studies_four or five sample activities are provided; Each sample
activity includes guidelines for teachers in the following categories:

Subject
Computer_Literacy Student Expectations
Instructional Mode
Prerequisites
Classroom Management
Materials_ _
Time for Activity
Teacher Preparation
Sequence of ActivitieS

The suggestions and guidelines describe one way to conduct the activity,.
Depending on differences in the availability_of microcomputers; where they
are located in the school, class size; teach.'ng styles and student pack-
ground, the activity will have to be modified. Each_sample activity is
intended to serve as a suggestion based on the experiences of the teacher-
developer; -not as a prescription or formula for all to follow.

A list of software appropriate to _the exploratory_computer literacy
curriculum has been compiled based on recommendations from the teacher-
developers and state educational _specialists. Specific teaching aids _

beyond those provided in the guide are also included in Ois resource unit.



It is expected that_teachers using both the guide and this resource unit
have received training in the_use_of computers in edUcation. Hnimum _

training equivalent to Phase II of the Department of Education's inservice
traiAing model is assumed. This model for Phase II can be found in the
computers in Inst,uction: Framework for Administrators, Appendix E, paaes
-1.2=26.



CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Computer Lab

Ideal facilities are a computer lab ond an adjoining classroom. Each
computer period should begin in the classroom with_discussion and_
directions. The lab should then.be used for_ specific hands-on activities.
The secured lab should have_a sufficient_number_of microcomputers to allow
two students pee machine. However, a ratio of three_students per computer
is often managable and may be preferable in some situations where an
F:th.inced st,isent tutors beginning users.

ere the teacher has a three per machine ratio, he/she should emphasize
neLd for. teamwork; Students not_keyboarding should be actively

participating in the lesson and rotated at least once every period. When
the teams are expected to identify themselves on paper, they should list
ale team leader (computer operator for the start_of the_poriod's_work,
sitting in middle position directly in front of the keyboard)...first. The
student sitting on the left of the leader_ can_become the_ reader of manuals
and instructions and be listed second. The student on the 'eader's right
can become the secretary and recorder for the team and be listed third.
With this arrangement; it is important_to stress the need foreach team
member to assume the duties and responsibilities of each of the throe
computer positions: Operator/Leader, Reader/Librarian, and Recorder/
Secretary. With a fair rotation of positions during:the period, each team
member should have approximately the same amount of time as computer
operator.

General rules for the computer lab must be established before the first day
of use; These should include provisions to protect hardware and software,
and to maintain class integrity. Hardware protection should precluoe foods
or liquids in the lab; Science labs that incorporate computers in experi--
ments using liquids must take extra precautions for this arrangement.
Software protection should include provisions against borrowing;
unauthorized copying and physical damage; When brief lecture periods are
required in the lab, it may be necessary to turn cff all monitors to
get students' attention;

Posters dealing with the care and handling of both hardware and diskettes
along with the reference charts for the various software programs can be
displayed on bulletin boards within the computer lab; There should be
adequate desk space around each microcomputer for students to record screen
data or on which to place prepared materials for keyboard entry;

Classroom Demonstrations

Only one computer is required, but at least one large monitor and/or
several regular monitors_or a video projector will be needed for the
classroom environment. Whenever possible, a_student_should do the actual
keyboarding, and the full class shoulei be solicited_for input to the
program. Teams may be_formed for data input or evaluation; Demonstrations
are especially appropriate for introductions to and overviews of assign-
ments conducted in the computer lab;

9
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Classrom_Computers_

If one or more microcomputers are available in_the classroom,_sign-up
sheets and assigned sessions should be provided to ensure that every
student has equal access to the machines. Strict rules for cOMputer_USe_
and apinst computer abuse must be stressed ahd_monitored._ _Posters 1-ktitig
the rules for computer care and other relevant topics should be d-kplayed
where appropriate.

To reduce computer associated noise doring _class periods, the speaker may
be disabled; Printing assignments may be delayed by storing to disk; or
printers may be isolated in sound damping containers; which also offer
improved security.

To maximize use; computers should be available to_both students and Other _

staff members during non-instructional periods. Computer clubs and special
interest groups can offer opportunties for both advanced and beginning
computer users to develop skills.

Illskette-Ilapagment

To ease diskette management, an area in the lab or classroom should te Set
aside for the storage of diskettes. Each_computer should be labeled, and
the diskettes used should have corresponding labels. A_system should be
devised for students to go to a designated area_in the lab to pick up their
student data diskettes as well as the program_diskette being used_that
period. At the end of the period; students _should_return their diskettes
to the designated place. The teacher should be able to see at a glance if
all the diskettes have been returned.

_Copyright-Concerns

Ambiguity in the copyright statutes and_their _application in educational
media have plagued educators for several decades. _With the_tremeildous
growth in the use of microcomputers in schools during the 1980s; attention
has focused on the copyright law as it pertains to_microcomputer software.
Unlike some areas affected by the coRyright law; microcomputer software _

copyright protection lacks case law precedent, so interpretation of the law
contains many unresolved issues. _Even_though different sources vary in
their interoretation of the copyright law, the vagueness of the laW as it
applies to rcrocomputer software and the lack of case law_precedent should
_not be viewed by educators as a loophole to allow unauthorized copying of
microcomputer programs.

Currently there are only two permissible instances in making fair use
copies of software:

1; That only one backup_copy_is made from the master,copy and that it is
created as an essential step in the utilization of the computer program
in conjunction with a machine; it cannot be used to program more than
one ;dachine at a time; and

R-41 0



2 That such a copy is for archival purposes oniy and that all archival
copies are destroyed in the event that continued possession o the
computer program should cease to be rightful.

Despite the good intentions of teachers; copies made of copyrighted soft-
ware by teachers for classroom use are currently not legal nor ethical. All
DOE employees are expected to adhere to the copyright law;

In attempting to lower costs for educators; publishers are more frequently
providing class sets of a software item at a reduced price.



INTEGRATION OF THE EXPLORATORY COMPUTER 1 ITERACY FROC,RAM

INTO THE CURRICULUM

For effective implemeniation and successful integration of the Exploratory
Computer Literacy Program into the general curriculum, there are several
major considerations that must be addressed: administrative support;
leadership of a t--,,cher appointed by the principal as the school's computer
coordinator or a computer committee established by the principal; school-
wide planning and cooperation, resouices and faculty workshops. Any
successful educatio:lal program requires the school principal to perceive
his/her role as an instructional leader in addition to an administrativi2
leader. This particular program needs his/her support for computer: to be
integrated into the curriculUm. Guidelines to administrators in planning
their school efforts for implementing the computer literacy program are
provided in the Computers in Instruction: Framework for Administrators
guide.

Another primary consideration is the appointment by the principal o1 a

teacher, interested and capable, as the school's computer coordinator or
the establishment by the principal of a school-wide computer committee,
which would appoint a committee chairperson. With recommendations from
Other interested --=:achers, the compUter coordinator/committee needs to
establish a plan Of action that the school will follow in integrating
exploratory computer literacy into the general curriculum. The Task Force
on the Delivery of Computer Programs at the Secondary Level proposed five
models as alternatives for delivering exploratory computer literacy in the
secordary schools. (Refer tO the Grades 7-8 Guide, the section titled
ImplEmenting the Exploratory Computer Literacy Program, pa_:s 13-14.)
These alternatives should be helpful in determining which method of program
delivery is most appropriate for the school.

Of these five models, the first, an elective one-semester course, is now
established in The_foundation Pro ram's Authorized Courses and Code Numbers
-4386-1988); page BE-4. AcourseguidewilT Ee available by September of
1986 for tile development of this grade 7-8 one-semester course, Tntreduc-
tion to Computing.

The second model; a unit within a content area course; can be delivered as
a four- to eight-week session through a selected content area, such as
Language Arts. With this alternative all students at one or both_grade
levels can be serviced in one school year. The actual length of the
session; the number of students enrolled and the number of microcomputers
available in the computer lab would determine if one or both intermediate
grade levels could be serviced in one year. Time constraints, however,
limit full exposure to all student expectations in the Exploratory Computer
Literacy Program;

The third model; a shared computer lab or resource center among several
content area courses; can involve a greater variety of computer
applications and cover a wider range of topics in the Exploratory Compyter
Literacy Program; With two- to three-wee!: sessions ccfered in Language
Arts, Mathematics; Science and Social Studies; ail students could be
serviced in one or more; but not all; subject areas. However; careful
cOordination among the departments involved in the program is a critical
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factor in the success of this model. A master schedule to accommodate
the computer_needs of these departments must be established prior to the
school year by the involved_teachers with the assistance of the SthOOl't
computer coordinator/committee.

The following charts summarize the differences between model #2_and #3 ih
delivering the Exploratory Computer Literacy Program in the subject areas.
They illustrate the contrasts in integrating the program in one versus four
subject areas.

Exploratory Lomputer Literacy
J

Subject Areas
Content Areas Science Soc.Studies

MODEL #2 _

History/Evolution of_Computing X

Computer_Operations/Functions X

Keyboarding _ _ _ _ X

Computer Tool Applications (Word
Processingi_Spreadsheets,
Databases, Graphing Data)_ _

Computer Impact, Values, Ethitt X

Computer Careers X

MODEL #3 _ _

History/Evolution of_Computing
Computer_Operations/FOnctions
Keyboarding/Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Databases
Simple BASIC Programming
Graphing Data
Computer Impact, Values, Ethics
Computer Careers

In integrating_the Exploratory Computer Literacy Program; the school's
computer_coordinator/committee and interested subject area teachers must
assess the_needs of their courses and determine if and where appropriate
computer literacy activities would enhance their curriculum. These same
teachers, under_the_leadership of the school's computer coordinator/
committee, should then meet as a group to:

I) identify the delivery_strategies to_minimize duplication of effort and
maximize concept development and reinforcement among teachers, grade
levels and subject areas;

) devise a_master schedule and long-range plans for implementation of
instruction using computers; and

3) establish rules for computer lab usage.

Another primary concern is the availauility_an. icquisition_ of resources
(hardware, software, funds, facilities), which requires both strong valida-
tion by the school's computer coordinator/committee and full adminittratiVe
support.

R-8 13



The_need tor_school-wide coordination and cooperation in_integrating the
Exploratory Computer Literacy Program within the curriculum cannot be over-
emphasized _The school's computer_committee should_make provisions to
conduct faculty workshops for sharing ideas_and training others who want to
explore instructional computing; As more of the faculty get_involved with
the program; the planners (and newcomers) .7..an work together in developing
plans for an expanded program and further purchases of hardware; softWare
and other teaching materials;

It iS the intent of this Resource Unit_to_provide ç Aelines_and additional
sample activities for integrating the Explorato7y Computer Literacy Program
within the _curriculum areas of language arts; mathematics; science and
social studies; Such integration if, only possible when the activities
reinforce both the course content objectives and the student expectations
for Exploratory Computer Literacy;



SAMPLE ACTIVITIES

Sample_Activities. The suggested sample activities on the following pages
support the goals§ objectives and student expectations of the Taxonomy,
located in the Grades 7-8 Guidei_pages 19721. These activities provide
teaching strategies for introducing certain concepts or developing specific
Skills in exploratory.computer literacy. They are not intended to be the
only_method of presentation but are irstead "starting_points" from which
teachers can expand into their own approaches; using their own ideas and
creativity.

SUbjett. The sample_activities have been _developed_for the subject areas
Of language arts, mathematics§ science and social studies.

Computer_Literacy Student Expectations._ The computer literacy student
expectations_listed for each sample activity have been condensed. For
a complete statement of_the student expectations, refer to_the Grades 7-8
GUide, the Taxonomy of Goals, Objectives and Student Expectations for
Exploratory Computer Literacy in the section titled Curriculum Guidelines,
pages 17-31. Some of the student expectations will be introduced in the
various activities, while others will be reinforced,having been initiated
at an earlier grade level. The Scope and Sequence Chartj in the same
section as mentioned_above§ jllust-;Ites where, when and how these student
expectations are best considered.

Instructional Mode. The major_mode or method of instruction is indicated
for each activitySome activities suggest_more than one mode. It is at
the discretion of the teacher as to what_modes seem most appropriate for
his or her circumstances. Refer to the discussion on these modes in the
Grades 7-8 Guide, the section titled Curriculum Description, pages 11=13.

Prere9uisites. Many of the sample activities expect a certain level of
experience from the students. _In_several cases, a reference is made to
other activities from either the Grades 7-8 Guide or the Resource Unit.

Classroom Manavement. The concerns for clasroom management, found in the
sample activities, include the number of microcomputers available to the
teacher and the location of these machines. A microcomputer for classroom
demonstration purposes should have a large-screen monitor. If the entire
class cannot attend the computer lab in one session; the teacher many need
one or two assistants to either maintain order in the classroom while he or
she is in the lab or to help out in the lab while he or she remains in the
classroom. Volunteer help from parents; colleagues or student-teachers may
be a convenient solution; Reliability of volunteer help, however, may
become a problem; A more realistic approach would be to train two to three
students in each class who are more "computer literate" and willing to take
on_special responsibilities to help you. Rewards could include bonus
points; extra computer time or the additional knowledge and experience
gained by this opportunity. Students should prepare their lab exercise on
paper before entering the computer lab.

Materials. A number of resources (with specific page numbers) are
suggested as possible background reading for the teacher and text material



for students. Because:the material is_geared tow,-.J Apple _equipment, some
adjustments may be needed in the activities for brands of
microcomputers. Materials written for Other branGT of compUters are
included in the Teacher References located in the C-ades 7-8, pages
155-156.

Tire for Activity. Only an approximate time perlA for each activity can
B7J-Tiggested, since numerous vai-lables, _SUCh aS n6Mber and lOcation_of
available microcomputers, number of students, rarge of computer skills
among the students, length of classroom period and other classwork
assigned are involved.

:reacher Preplration. Implementing the Exporatc7y Computer Literacy Guide,
Grades 7-8 does t-equiee the -Leather -Le PlaTi in adVanCe. Orders for
particular software can take from one to two months. It is important to
run through an entire tutorial program or e4eriment with a tool or utility
program (as word vocessing) prior to any classroom activity; Keeping an
eye out for_current articles related to computer applications will prove
most helpful.

Sequence of Activities. This last category in each sample activity
ehumet-ates the aCtUal steps & procedures that a teacher can fellow to make
the total activity an effective learning experience;



SAMPLE ACTIVITIES
LANGUAGE ARTS



LANGUAGE ARTS COUR$E CONTENT OBJECTIVES

At the intermediate school level two one-year courses; English (Grade 7)
and English (Grade 8) are required. Within the Language Arts Basic Program
five areas of emphasis have been identified: oral communication; reading;
writing; languag sudy and literature; These five areas are fundamental
to_helping students develop their oral and written language abilities and
respond to the language of others; shcwing students the enjoyment and porer
which derive from effective lanouage use; and increas'ing students' ability
to think, organize ideas, make aecisions; problem solve; and interact in a
variety of communication situations. In addition; these five areas
contribute to the enlargement of experience; the clarification of values
and the nurturing of the imagination. The instructional approach used at
the intermediate school level s to relate the course content and skills to
personal and interpersonal needs and interests of students.

The five areas of emphasis in the Basic Program support the overall goals
of the Secondary Language Arts Program, which are to develop in students
the following:

I. The highest degree of informed control over their use of language of
which they are capable.

2. Increased understanding of the nature and structure of t e English
language within a broad perspective of communication.

3. An enriched understanding of literature.

Of the Language Arts course content objectives delineated in The Foundation
Program's Authorized Courses and Code---Numbe-rs (1986-19884 fcr the Basic
Program; (page E-5); six in particular are addressed by the following
sample activities; The chart below summarizes the course content
objectives reinforced by the activities;

Sample Activities

English, (Grade 7)

2. Understand elements, processes and functions of
communication systems.

x

3. Understand central ideas explicitly stated in
oral and written texts.

4. Understand and use appropriate conventions,
language and organizational patterps in speaking
and writing for varied purposes and audiences
with emphasis on expressive and informative In
personal and interpersonal situationll.

x



Course Content Ob ectives
Sampli? Activities
#1 #2 #3 #4

English; (Grade 8)

1. Understand and appreciate short story and ion
fiction as literary forms;

x X

3. Understand central ideas of oral and written
texts by structuring data/information given.

4. Understand and use appropriate conventions,
language and organizational patterns in speaking
and writing for varied purposes and audiences,
with emphasis on expressive and informative in
small group situations.

X x x x

19
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S1.1PLE ACTIVITY #1
Word Processing and a Class Newspaper

SObjeCt:

Language Arts - Writlng

Computer Literacy Student Expectation(s):

1;1;1; Recognizes computer instructions
1;1;2; Reads instructions, keyboard, output
3;1;3; Uses control kcys/commands
1;1;4; Selects/Uses written resources
1;1;5; Experiments as a user
1;1;6; Responds to error messages
1;5;1; Seeks work/play with computer
1;5;2; Uses positive affect words
3;2;1; Identifies applications _

4;2;1; Describes how computers assist people

Instructional Mode:

Tool/Topic

Prerequisite(s):

Students should be familiar with_ the_operation of the microcomputer and
be able to use the keyboard comfortably. Students should have already
prepared_two essays: 1) a minimum of two paragraphs; 2) a one-page
news article;

Classroom Management:

A_lab setting with two students per computer is recommended. For
classroom demonstrations there_should be one microcomputer with a large
monitor or a network system. _One_or two printers_should be available.
If only one or two copies_of The Newsroom is available, students will
have to sign up for computer time on a rotational basis.

Material(s):

Microcomputers and printers.
Word processor software and manual, such as:

AppleWriter, Milliken's Word_Processor, Bank Street Writer, PFS:
Write, Superscripsit, C64 = Wordprocessor, etc.

The Newsroom program by Springboard.
Blank Diskettes.
Teacher-made handout: Word Pr( 7 and Sample Essay. (A sample

is provided.)

Tim& for Activity:

Five to ten class periods; one class Jonstration for every two to
three work sessions.

R=17 20



Teacher Preparation:

Become familiar with the word protessing and Newsroom programs and
accompanying manuals.

Prepare a demo file with a paragraph containing errors; If possible;
train_one or two students as your assistants in demonstrations and as
consultants to other students; Initialize as many blank diskettes as
there are machines; Copy demo file on each diskette. A sample essay
follows this activity;

Sequence of Activities:

Word Processing

1. Explain what a word processor is and discuss the advantages over a
typewriter.

2; Distribute the handout for Word Processing and Sample Essay; wh4:h
briefly summarizes the major aspects of the particular word
processor the class will be using; Follow the procedure in the
handout for the demonstration; Have the student assistant operate
the computer while you talk through the demonstration.

a. Show how to load the program.

b. Introduce the screen with the main menu options and briefly
explain their functions;

c; Load a demo file; different from the one the students will use,
and make some editing changes where needed; eliciting sugges-
tions from students; have assistant type in the changes that
the class requests; Show how to save the file.

d. Print the demo paragraph that has been edited. Talk about the
print menu selections.

3; Assign students an exercise te load their demo file. Let them work
in pairs; Have them discuss the errors and plan their editing
strategies; When they have finished editing; have students save
the corrected document using a different file name and print
out;

4. Assign students an exercise to type in a new essay from the same
handout under a new file name; Demonstrate how to create a new
file; provide paragraph indention; place double spaces between
sentences and paragraphs; Let_students work in pairs; checking
each_others' work _as they go along; When they have finished
editing; have students save the document and print it out;

. Assign students an exercise to type a short essay with their own
file name. _Demonstrate_how to_delete documents as the storage
diskettes_will_soon_begin to fill up; Let students work_in pairs;
checking each other's essays and helping with editing. wheh they
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have finished editing, have students save their individual docu-
ments and print them out.

6. Demonstrate how to change margins and tab settings. Have_students
practice on one of their documents, changing their short essay to
half page size. Have students print out their documents with the
new margin settings.

Assign_the students an exercise to type their one page news arti-
cle. Demonstrate how to change margin and tab settings for two
column_printing as in _a newspaper, center titles and by-lines,
c&pitalize titles, and use printing codes for right/left justified
paragraphs. _Have students work in pairs, helping each other wito
Setting margins, editing and printing codes. Have studcnts save
their individual documents and print them out.

The Newsroom Program

1. Introduce The Newsroom program to the class by demonstrating how it
fatilitates positioning text around selected photos or_clip art.
Assign teams_of students to Prepare one page for the class news-
paper by having them:

a. Condense their own news article from one page to one-fourth a
page or so;

b. Retype the articles using The Newsroom's word processor, and
position the stories on the page;

c. Select appropriate clip art from the program, position them
where desired, and rearrange the text as necessary;

d. Provide page one with a distinctive banner for the top of Lhe
newspaper and all other pages with appropriate headings and
paging;

e. Print out the page after proof-reading and exchange with other
teams for their critiques; make any necessary change:, and print
the final version of the page.

2. Disseminate copies of the collated newspaper to all class members
and discuss the concerns of putting a newspaper together, the pros
and cons of teamwork in such a project and the role of the computer
in this type of work.



WORD PROCESSING
and SAMPLE ESSAY

Handout
Page I of 2
Word Processing

BANK STREET WRITER - REFERENCE NOTES
(Apple IIe 48K version)

To WRITE a document:
a) Get into the WRITE mode.
b) Type your document.
c) To indent for_a paragraph, space 5 times.
d) Use the RETURN _key at the end of a paragraph or if you are in

the middle of a line and want to begin a new line, not at the end
of the screen.

To CHANGE a character from one into another:
a) Get into the EDIT mode _

b) Place cursor under the letter that you want to correct.
c) Press ESC to get into the WRITE mode.
d) Type the correct letter. The incorrect letter is still there.
e) Type the right arrow key to delete the incorrect letter.
f) Press ESC to return to EDIT mode.

To DELETE a character or space:
a) Get into the EDIT mode.
b) Pla_e the cursor under the letter or space you want to delete.
c) Press ESC to get into the ;MITE mode.
d) Type the right arrow key to delete the incorrect letter or space.
e) Press ESC to return to the EDIT mode.

To INSERT a character or space:
0) Get into the EDIT mode;
b) Place the cursor at_the spot where you want to make an insertion.
c) Press _ESC to get into the WRITE mode;
d) Type what you want to insert (character, word; like or space).
e) Press ESC to return to the EDIT mode.

lo SAVE your document:
a) Get into the EDIT mode.
b) Use the apple keys to highlight TRANSFER MENU and press RETURN .

c) Use the apple keys to highlight SAVE and pres', RETURN .

d) Answer the questions accordingly by typing Y or N.
e) Type a filename and press RETURN .

f) The computer will ask you for a password. If ynu want to protect
your document, type a password and then press RETURN . Otherwise,
just press RETURN .

To PRINT your document:
a) Get into the EDIT mode.
b) Use the apple keys to highlight TRANSFER MENU and press RETURN .

c) Use the apple keys to highlight PRINT FINAL and press RETURN .

d) Default all print options (press RETURN for all questions).
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Handout
Page 2 of 2
Word Processing

To RETRIEVE or load a previously saved document:
a) Get into the EDIT mode.
b) Use the apple keys to highlight TRANSFER MENU and press RETURN .

r) Use the apple keys to_highlight RETRIEVE and prs RETURN .

d) Type Y for the catalog.

e) Type the filename and press RETURN .

f) If you protected the document with a password, type the password
and press RETURN . If you didn't protect your document, just
press RETURN .

To CLEAR text from the workspace:
a) Get into the EDIT mode.
b) Use the apple keys to highlight TRANSFER MENU and press RETURN .

c) Use the apple keys to highlight CLEAR and press RETURN
d) The computer will ask you if you are sure you want to clear. Press

Y for yes.

In the EDIT mode, in addition to using the arrow keys, you can scroll the
document by using the following keys:

B - cursor moves to the beginning of the document
E - cursor moves to the end of the document
D - cursor moves dowa 12 lines
U - cursor moves up 12 lines.

SAMPLE ESSAY FOR CORRECTIONS

Computers in the Space Progam

spaceships woldn't git of the ground fi it werent for computre.From the
launchinggof the frist spacship in 1959, computer have ven used for space
flits; They have helpeed plan the path of space.:hips. They Have beenused
to kep the ships on course and plan their lannding

Computers have prooved to be very importnat in emergenciis. Several year
ago a leak wasfound in the oxigen tank of command module of the Apolle 13.
There was only a small amount of oxygn left for emergency_use. it was
important to get the atronauts back to eatch as soon sa possible.
Scientists; programmers; and computer operators at ten Manned Spacecraft
Center in Houston, Texas; workked non-stop; They gave the copmuters

information to use to plan a new flight path; With each new plan, the
computers listed important data They told how long the Return flight would
take; They tolded how much fuel and oxygen would be used. They gave the
time_and place of the splishdown. Thousands of factors had ot be
considered.There_was not enough time for the control center staff to work
out. al the calculations by themselves; By suing computers; They were able
to_plan a_new course fir the Apollo's return; The astronautswere brought
safly back to earth.

2 4
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SAMPLE ESSAY
for Demo File

Before Corrections

A good grade is then prize you get when yu bet on yourslf. You can
colect the orzes if you lae your talents and yor till to learn eack leSSOn
an the line. Your effonts must be equal t the prize if you expect win.

do not forget hat a grade is jusl a symbol. What_courts_aer the thin-0
you lear and the new ksills you acquire. Theme are the lasging_rewardS bf
leernino. A pour grade is the only thin yo can get in this wurld withOUt
wurking for it.

School trains you todo tinks you shoud even_htough ouy mya thnk theY
are_a watste of time. In growng up,_you wille find From small deeds well
done, you lern how to hndle jobs of large size. You maye not be_qute_
readies to run you school buty you can do a lost of things to help. DO
those things extra well.

After Corrections

A good grade is the prize you get when you bet on_yourself. You can
collect the prize if you lay your talents and your will to learn each
lesson on the line. Your efforts must be equal to the prize if you e4ect
to win.

Do not forget that a grade is just a symbol. What counts are the
things you learn and the new skills you acquire _These are the laStihg
rewards of learning. A poor grade is the only thing you can get in this
world without working for it.

School trains you to do things you should even though you may think
they are a waste of time. In growing up, you will find that it is the
little things that count. From small deeds well done, you learn how to _

handle jobs of large size. You may not be quite ready to run your_schooli
but you can do a lot of things to help. Do those things extra well.

25
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #2
Enter Viktor Verbatim's
Microcomputer Wotid

Subject:

Language Arts - Reading/Writing

Computer Literacy Student Expectation(s):

1.1.4. Selects/Uses written_resources
1.2.2. Determines struCtural components
1.4.2. Operates with words/syMbols
1.5.1. Seeks work/play with computer
1.5.2. Uses positive affect words
3.1.1. Identifies the input/:Utput peripherals
3.3.2. Understands pros/Cons of routine tasks

Instructional Mode:

;

Topic and Tutor

Prerequisite(s):

NOne. This activity can serve as a prerequisite for Language Arts
Sample Activity #3 - Learn in a Cdmputer Lab, (pages R=39 == R=46).

Classroom Management:

Regular classroom setting to contain (on days they are needed):

= A VCR System (for large group_, video viewing);
- One Microcomputer System for large group viewing ard _student
trial use with problem-solving software (CPU/Keyboard unit, Disk
Drive, Monitor and Joystick, optional for games);

- One large, TV monitor to use with the_microcomputer setup to
allow entire class to see results of demonstrations;

= A large group instructional easel with felt pens or chalkboard;
- Optional: A compreheosive Independent Reading Library of maga-
zines and books.

Materials:

Teaching Kit: The Fli Side of_Flo ies, A E_3asic Introduction to Com-
puters and Floppy Dis s Featuring Robot_Tutor Viktor Verbatim by
Verbatim Corporation. This kit is available through_TAC; see the
list of Additional Teaching Aids in this re::.ource unit.

Teacher-written notes as an example of the Crises Notetaking skill. A
sample handout, "Crises Notes on Viktor Verbatim," follows thiS
activity; (Handout #1).

Teacher-created journal cover sheet: My Computer JOurnal, A Reference
Manual." A sample cover sheet follows this activity; (Handout #2).
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Teacher-made:lab posters on lab rules; computer functions and opera-
tions; (Six samples are provided in Handout #3.)

Teacher-made poster for end-of-period reminders: "Do Remember."
A sample is provided at the end of this activity; (Handout #4).

Suggested software:

Mind Puzzles; Summer Games; Teasers by Tobbs or other simple
problem-solving software;

Mastertype; Know Your Apple or other touch-type tutor kits.

Resources for reference or text; such as:

- Apple Ile Owner's Manual by Apple Computer Inc.; Chapter 2,
pages 32-38.

- The Aggla-ComputeT Clubs' Activitfes Handbook by Samuel K. Miller
and Michael E. Caley; pages f, 9-29, 31-32, and 78-79.

- Computericing- - New Techbooks by Patricia A. Relf; Chapter 2,
pages 4-13, 18.

Time for_Activity:

Five to ten class periods; the actual number depending on which activi-
ties the teacher decides to do.

-

Read and study the above materials. Practice presentation of lessons.
Prepare handouts in advance.

Sequence _of Activities:

Verbatim Activities

1. Begin the lesson by administering a short Pre=Test (10 items) pre-
pared by the Verbatim Corporation.

2; Show the class the vide.- by the Verbatim Corporation.

3. Distribute Handout #1, Notes on Viktor Verbatim," as an
example of the Crises Notetaking skill that is instrumental in
ensuring that students learn and retain enough from videos, tapes
and lectures.

a; Review the major features of this skill. Lecture from this
handout to show students the power of such notes.

b. Compare these notes with the video script. Have students note
how useful such a skill can be in recalling facts when
comparing it to the kind of informat'n one recalls from
memory;

Legitimize this skill as necessary fo: the year's study both
in computers and other Language Arts units.
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d. Discuss the content of the notes/script for better computer
understanding.

e. Displa; and demonstrate the acalal handling of a diskette with
a computer setup.

Distribute_Verbatim Corporation's handout, "A Few Words About
Computers."

Discuss, illustrate,_and demonstrate the essentials of these
terms for effective_learnind, _Have_students copy your
illustrationsi_the terms; and definitions; encourage them to
take crises notes on important concepts.

b. Have students do a final form of the day's notes at home.

5. When students return with homework:

a. Do a demonstration lesson on the difference between Crises
Notes and Study Notes. Point_out how they_look essentially
the same, except that_Crises Notes are_a _bit messy having been
done under pressure where_the_"speaker" does not pause to
allow the writer to record all the_information. Study Notes
are neater having been done under less stressful conditions,
usually at home.

b. Distribut- Handout #2, "My Computer Journal - A Reference
Manual" hdout. This is to be the cover page for the
students' journal of notes, rules and other references. Point
out_to students that this journal will be valuable not only
this_year when they are in the lab but also in years to come,
for there is just too much technical information for a
student to memorize or trust to memory.

Note: Inexpensive, even faded, construction paper can be
folded into manila folder size for this journal. When the
cover page is taped to the cover, the folder takes on a new
look. Students may label, color or illustrate the cover as
they wish to make their folder distinctive. Have all students
insert their Computer Tc ,6 Study Notes into this Computer
Journal as its first entry.

6; Distribute Verbatim Corporation's pamphlets; entitled "Care of
Floppies." Review for all, what is involved in Study Notetaking.
Demonstrate the skill; Remind students that this is a crucial
skill for Language Arts students; if they are to get the most out
of their reading in all of their classes;

Allow class time for students to take careful Study Notes from
the pamphlet and let them finish their study notes at home;

b. Wnen this second homework is returned, have students insert
it into their journal of notes;
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7; Display and discuss the three posters that come vi'M the Verbatim
Corporation Kit:

- "Parts of the Floppy Disk"
- "Care of the Floppy Disk"
- "Floppies and Disk Drives"

q; Use the handout; entitled "Lesson 1- Computer Hardware;" from the
Verbatim Kit to teach a lesson on this topic; Assign the two
interactive activities suggested on the handout.

9. Use the handout; entitled "Lesson 2- The Floppy Disk;" from the
same kit and teach a lesson on this topic. Assign the three
interactive activities.

10. Use the handout; entitled "Lesson 3- Proper Disk Care;" from the
same kit and teach a lesson on this topic. Assign the two inter-
active activities;

11. Use the handout; entitled "Lesson_4- How It all Works, from the
same kit for the fourth lesson. Assign the three interactive
activities.

12; Administer Verbatim Corporation's Post-Test to students.

Follow-up Activities

1. Discuss the set of computer lab rule:, estabiished by the school or
computer lab coordinator. Make use of an easel, the classroom
chalkboard, games, quizzes, posters, and so forth to illustrate the
rules. Sample posters, Handout #3, follow this activity. These
can be mounted on Mb walls for quick reference. Direct students'
attention to the end-of-period reminders, Handout #4, that can be
posted on the door.

Allow students who earn the privilege to use the computer :11 the
classroom with minimal guidance from you and/or other experienced
students; Provide an assortment of simple problem-solving software
and touch-type tutor kits for their use. If vssible, allow all
students an opportunity at the computer before ;3(1 take the entire
class into the lab. Less disciplined students ould be teamed Lp
with more responsible students in order to :iffn,7 them computer-use
opportunities as well.

3; Prepare and assign students to do a free-flow palr on: "My
Microcomputer Experiences and Thoughts, to Date. Use appropriate
evaluative techniques of your choice to discern st:udent computer
behaviors and attitudes from this experiential ac:Tount.



CRISES NOTETAKING andoC #1
Viktor Verbatim
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SAMPLE ACTi,_ #3

Learn In A CompLer Lab

SUbjeCt:

Language Arts - Reading/Writing (Other content areas will find thiS
activity useful as well.)

Computer Literacy Student Expectation(s):

1.1.1. Recognizes computer instructions
1;1;2; Reads instructions; keyboard; output
1.1;3. Uses control keys/commands
1;1;4; Selects/Uses written resources
1;1;5; Experiments as a user
1;1;6 Responds to error messages
1;2;1; Rationalizes information processing
1;2;2; Determines structural components
1;2;3; Sequences process steps
1;2;4; Recognizes computer processes
3;1;1; Identifies input/output peripherals
3;1;2; Describes functions of input; owtput and processing

Instructional Mode:

Topic and Tutor

Prerequisite(s):

Language Arts Sample Activity #2 - Enter Viktor Verbatim's Microcom-
puter World; (pages R-23 , R-37); This activity can serve as a
prerequisite to Language Arts Sample Activity #3 - Meet the Milliken
Word Processor; (pages R-47 - R-52);

Classroom Management:

Both a regular classroom setting and computer lab setting are ne2ded;
A ratio of two students per computer is recommended; w:th threc
students per computer a maximum;

One to four large keyboard charts in the lab;

Suggested software:
Mastetype or other touch-type tutor kits;
Mind Puzzles; Summer Games; Teasers by Tobbs or other simple

_problem-solving software;
Apple Presents Appe or other introductory software on use of tfl

computer.

Handouts; such as:_ (Samples are_provided at the end of this activ:±y)
= "Care of Diskettes" by MErC; (Handout #1);
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= "My Experiences_in the Classroom with Summer Games, Mastertype,
and/or Apple Presents Apple;" (Handout #2);

- "Apple Presents Apple - Intro: Crises Notetaking" or some other
title for introductOry software on use o; the computer;
(Handout # 3).

Resources for reference or text, such as:

- Be A Computer Literate, by Marion_J. Ball and_Sylvia Charp.
- Introduction to Computer Programming - BASIC for Beginners, by

Brian Smith._
- Computer_Dictionary_- New Techbooks_by SchOlastic, Inc.
= Usborne_Guide to _Understanding the_Micro - How it Works and What

It Can_Do,_by judy_Tatchell and_BITI Bennett.
= A p5 Ile OWner!s Manual_by_Apple Computer Inc;; Chapter 2, pages
20= _; apter 4, pages 62=81.

= The Apple Computer Clubs' Activities Handbook by Samuel K; Miller
and Michael E. Caley; pages 9-18, 21-32, 45-46, 78-84;

= COMPUTER LITERACY Problem-Solving_with Computsrs by C-rin E;
HONI and Jatties L. POirtit; pages 11-25, 149-1 5;

Teacher-started, three-hole binder, entitled Glossa Acron_
Terms, using pages 119-141 from_the Gradei-7- uide. art
M-5711-ci be the guide pages, and Part II should be set aside for the
fully=illustrated and colored, "Improved ACRONYM and TERMS illu-
strations."

A cassette player wi7.7.h headset_and the cassette training kit, entitled
"How To Operate The Apple Ile- Three Audio Cassettes and Operator's
Guide," by Howard Manthei and Lee McFadden;

Tirr for Activity:

live to ten class periodsi_the actual number depending on which
activities che teacher oecideF to do.

--:,,cher Preparation:

Review the above materials. Prepare handouts in advance;

Sequence of Activities:

Pre-Computer Lab Work

1. Review the work, student progress and concepts connected with:

a. Lab rules, presented earlier in Sample Activity #2, (pages
1129 = 11=37).

b; Exploration of the_Mastertype kit: Explain the value of
homekey, touch-typing abilities with respect to word
processing;
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c. Exploration of a few simple games, like Sunnr Games, for
developing facility with the microcomputer.

2. Distribute Handout #1, entitled "Care of Diskettes." Have
students copy items #1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13...one per
journal page so that the rules_are lame enough_to make an impact
on a reader. Do encourage students to crate their own illustra-
tions.

a Post a few good samples and insert others in the teacher-_
started/student-completed acronym and term folder on display
in the lab.

b Students whose pages have been selected for wall or_folder_
display should receive a photocopy_of their work, stapled to a
.:ei-tificate of some sort for insertion into their journal.

3. Using Handout #24 have students_write a free-flow paper on "My _

Experiences in the_Classroom with Summer Gamesi.Mastertype and/or
Apple Presents Apple." Have them insert it in their journal of
notes.

4. Introduce and scan bookletsi_such as Be a Computer Literate_by_
Ball_and Charp and Introduction to CompUter Programming -_BASIC
fc'--_Beginnersi_by SMith. _Announce that theSe_Will be aVailable
in both the lab_and the_classroom at future class sessions, for
students to explore during independent study.

5. Call students' attention to teacher-made, three-hole binder,
entitled Glossary of Acronyms and Terms;

a. Review_with students what is now_in the binder and its_purpose
in assisting them_with th learning_ of omputer vocabOlary._
Explain that it will be kept_available to_all students in the
computer lab._ Encourage students_who wish to earn an _extra
credit grade (maximum, two a quarter/per student) to do an
illustratedi_captioned_page on either a_ word heretofore _ _

unillustrated in the binder or a word that has been learned_in
class lessons_or in one's_independent computer study. Require
that all captions be written in clear sentences.

b. Call students'_ attention_to the workbook, entitled Computer _

Dictionary - New_Techbook. Make it_available for reference in
the _classroom_and the lab._ Stress that_if a student selects a
word_to illustrate from_,Jiis source, he/she_must paraphrase
the definition and_create his/her own_illustration, rather
than merely_copy the information and illustration from the
workbook. The same goes for any_other published word source.
In this way students are.directed to practice their rnding/
thinking/paraphrasing skillS.



Computer Lab Work

1. Take the entire class to_the computer lab. Conduct an orientation
session with_students, stressing lab rules; expectations and
responsibilities.

a. Review the basics C)f operating a microcomputer. _Explain the
differences between program diskettes and data diskettes;
showing examples of each.

b. Introduce students to_the program diskette; Apple Presents
Apple; or some_other introductory software on use of the
computer._ Review the difference between a "cold" and a "warm
boot."_ Have teams do both. Emphasize the importance of the
"warm boot" when changing from one program disk to another;

c. Allow students independent time to explore the program witl
their teammates. Use the time to go from team to team to
check progress and provide help as needed. Five minutes before
the period ends, take the class through the steps for closing
up and_leaving. Establish and explain a system that accounts
for all diskettes while students are still seated.

2. Nekt lab day, review what happened on the first lab day; Get all
computers_and_students to the point where the computers are ready
to work withApp1e_Presents_Apple_again; Distribute Handout #3;
entitled "APPLE PRESENTS APPLE!_ INTRO - Crises Notetaking;"
Ditett all to record_name(s);_date_and period at the top of page;
Now the class is ready to begin Crises Notetaking;

a. Get students to practice cooperative production NOW; rather
than later. If students are n pairs; have one serve as the
operator and the other as the recorder; If three students are
on a team; one can be_the operator; one the recorder and one
the reader of the monitor; Cooperative production is a more
efficient way_for a computer team to operate; Remind students
to rotate positions after designated intervals;

b. Start all teams off by doing about 10 minutes of notes on the
easel or chalkboard with all students copying these notes;
Use this time to demonstrate_how a student thinks, as well as
records_notes. Students will appreciate the finer points of
good Crises Notetaking.

c. When the class seems_to be well on itS waY; allow the teams to
continue independently. Check on team progress and help as
needed.

3; For the next day of lab use, allow the teams to finish their crises
notetaking on Apple Presents Apple.

4; During independent activity lab sessions, 'Alta Make available as
additional options the following types of programs
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. Simple problem-solving software, like Mind Puzzles, Summer
Games or Teasers by Tobbs

b. Touch-type tutoring program, like Mastertype.

5. Deliver a lecture-demonstration (with easel or chalkboard
illustrations) to the class on:

a. How the Computer Works. A chart that features the basic four
functions (Input, Storage, Processing and Cutput) is extremely
useful in getting ideas across.

b. The Arithmetic/Logic _ and Control operations within:the CPU
(computer_brain)._ With extreme care that nothing falls into
the_CPU, do open its_cover and allow students to get a quick,
inside look. Distribute handouts showing_the inside of the
CPU for_class_discussion._ (An_adeguate picturc can be found
in the Apple Ile Owner's Manual, page 63.)

. It may be helpful to make special readings available at this time
for students to_study. One interesting anecdote worth_ reading and
discussing is the_tale about_Grace Murray Hopper and the term,
bug. Do _stress the danger that bugs like water, _magnets,_ paper_
clips and dust pose to_computers. Encourage students to bring in
news clippings pertaining to_computer use in our societyi_have
themhshare the articles orally and then post them on a bulletin
baird.

7. Time for a Free-Flow journal entry: Ask students to write on
"my Microcomputer Experiences To Date."

. Allow students_to use a cassette player with a headset,_so they
can study the kit, entitled "How_to Operate the Apple I_Ie(or
some other kit Televant to the microcomputers used_in the lab) _

during independent activity sessions both in the classroom and the
lab.



CARE OF DISKETTES

Sixteen Rules

Handout #1
Computer Lab

1. Do not touch disk_srf=e;
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LAB EXPERIENCES Handout #2
Computer Lab

NAME

PERIOD

DATE

MY EXPERIENCES IN THE CLASSROOM WITH.
SUMMER GAMESi MASTERTYPEi AND/OR APPLE PRESENTS APPLE

Writing Skill: Free-flow!



INTRODUCTORY SOFTWARE
"., 4:07.

APPLE PRESENTS APPLE: INTRO -
Crises Notetaking
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #4
Meet The Milliken Word Processor

Subject:

Language Arts - Writing

A I

1;1;1; Recognizes computer instructions
1.1.2. Reads instructions; keyboard; output
1;1,3; Uses control keys/commands
1;1;4; Selects/Uses written resources
1.1;5; Experiments as a user
1,1;6; Responds to error messages

Operates with words/symbols
1.5.1. Seeks work/play with computer
1.5.2. Uses positive affect words
3;2;1; IdentifieE applications
421. Describes low computers assist people

Instructi-orral Mode:

Tutor/Tool/Topic

Prerequis-ite(s):

Language Arts Sample Activity #3 - Learn in a Computer Lab, pages
R-39 - R-46).

A) I ment:

Computer lab setting with two students per computer is recommended,
For classroom demonstrations, there should be one computeT with a large
monitor in addition to the usual table model and at least one printer.
Two to four printers would be best in the lab.

Material(s):

The ssur_ Kit, which consists of:
- a teacher's manuaT
- a program disk
- a data disk; called File Cabinet Diskette

Wall chart or easel drawing of the main menu for this program; it is
called the DESK.

Easel drawings of the other sub-menus:
- Welcome to the Help Manual
- Writing Tools
- File Cabinet
- Typewriter

Blank diskettes - one per student;
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The Apple II DOS 3;3 System Master Utility disk for formatting and
initializing all blank diskettes;

A teacher-made liA; entitled "CLASSROOM/LAB INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY
OPTIONS." A sample follows this activity;

A teacher-collated reference folder; entitled "Milliken Word Processor
Reference," pages 1-20; by Milliken Publishing Company; Important: Do
secure permission to duplicate;

News articles about computer-related topics for discussion or journal,
reaction wri+ing;

Teacher Reference manuals:

- Apple_l_Le_Manual by Apple Computer Inc.; pp. 54, 76-79,
coRyright 1985;

- Apple Ile Owner's Manual by Apple Computer; pp. 64=65, copyright
1983;

- Tte_Appl_e_Computer Clubs' Activities Handbook by Smauel K. Wller
and Michael E. Caley; pp. 167-169.

J'Ame_for Activity:

Two to four weeks; integrating computer use within a unit on
composition and/or grammar.

Tealer Preparati_un:

Review the above materials. Practice presentation of lessons. Prepare
handouts in advance;

Use the Apple II Owner's Manual (both editions) and the Apple II DOS
3;3 System Master utility disk to study and prepare the needed data
disks. Do number all the data disks made for lab use in successive
order so that the assignment of a numbered disk to a particular team
can be easily carried out and tracked. Organize these diskettes it, 8

file box according to classes.

Do make sure that the lab has a list of iniependent options avaldble
and ready for student lab use. Refer to a s,mple list of options pro-
vided at the end of this activity.

Pre-Computer Lab Work

1. Do a lecture with easel or chalkboard illustrations on:
- What Word Processing is All About;
How Word Processing Differs from Typewriting;

- The Major Advantages of Word Processing;
- The Major Disadvantages; and
The Role the Milliken Word Processor Can Play in Language Arts.
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2. Introduce (with the help of the easel or chalkboard) the basic
terms students must learn for word processing. Some of them are:
back-up, cursor, delete, editing, file, free-flow writing, menu,
prompt, revising, and wrap-around arrow.

Lab Session #1 - Introduction to the Word Processor

1; Use the program disk (from the Milliken Word Processor kit) to help
each team boot their machine; one team at a time; A lab assistant
might help with this process in advance;

2; Once the program has been booted; remove the program disk; insert
the students' assigned team data diskette; close the disk drive;
and suggest that the team study the Help Manual section while wait-
ing for the class to commence large group instruction; Show them
how to get to the Help Manual this first time; As you distribute
data disks; hold teams responsible for labelind their disk number;
this will go a long way towards developing student responsibility
and preventing disk mix-ups.

3; After the students have had a few minutes to study the Help Manual
section; call the class to order and direct them back to the Desk;
the main menu; With the help of a wall or easel chart; explain
this menu in concrete; experiential terms; Liken it to the table
of contents in a book and the menu in a restaurant; Give students
a quick explanation of what the options - Help Manual; Writing
Tools; File Cabinet and Typewriter - really mean;

4; Direct the students to the Writing Tools option and have them type
at the top; left-hand corner of the monitor the phrase - "Original
Rough_Drafti Day #1!" Then ask them to identify their work imme-
diately with a byline that includes name(s); date; period; It is
best to require that all teams work on a group composition and
leave individual enterprises for another day when all are more
secure with the computer;

5; Give teams time to free-flow as taught earlier in Sample Activity
#3; Fifteen minutes before the class ends; direct all on how to
save_their work using the File Cabinet option; Ask all teams to
label file work done today as L1FBO2P1: (L1 stands for Lab Session
#1; FB02 stands for Feb; 2; P1 stands for the class period;) Close
the class; account for materials; and dismis-! the students as all
have beer trained in Sample Activity #3;

Lab Session #2 - Retrieval and Update of a File

1. Review what was done and learned at session #1. Direct students on
how to_retrieve their work. (Write down the process on the easel
or chalkboard.) Request students to type at the top, left-hand
corner of the monitor the phrase - "Original Rough Draft, Day #2!"

2. Remind all that in the spirit of EQUAL TIME FOR ALL, those students
who had the least amount of operating time last period should now
begin work as the team's operator and enjoy more time at tne key-
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board, Have 3tudents re-identify :-.heir work with a new byline that
includes name(s), today's date; and the period.

3. Allow the entire_period for students to finish their original,
free-flow composition.

4. Circulate to help students _and_note progress and/or needs.Do stop
the class if a problem needs discussing before everyone. Always
write as you explain _so that what you say can be referred to later
by yourself or a student.

5. Fifteen minutes before the class ends, review_the_notes on how to
save one's work. Explain how one_preserves the first day's work_bY
always creating a_new file title for_the new_days work._ ASk 611
te_file their dayS work under the title, L2FBO3PI. Explain and
write on the easel_or chalkboard the instructions on how teams can
doublecheck the effectiveness o their efforts at saving their
filet.

Lab Session #3 and #4 - Printing and Independent Options

I. Review what was done and learned at session #2. Have students
retrieve their session #2 work.

2. Guide them as they_re7identify their work for this third day;
taking into account the student who needs to start off as operator
and be listed as the day's leader.

3. Explain; demonstrate, and note on the easel or chalkboard the
sequence of steps for printing lab_session 12's work._ Ask the
students_who are the_team leaders for the_day to neatly stack the
hard copies and carefully file the data disks in the teacher's file
box, when the printing is finished;

4. Provide an independent activity session for_those who have finished
printing. A sample list of_independent options is provided as a
handout. _Reference materials for_these options are listed in the
Language Arts_Sample Activity #3 from the Resource Unit - Learn in
a_Computer Lab. Help students select and pursue these_options.
When the printing_of all session #2 work has_been completed, the
papers accounted for; and_the disks all neatly stored in the class
file box; have the remaining students join in the independent
activity.
options.

5. Fifteen minutes before the oell rings;_te stock of class pro,
gress. How far has the class gotten_with_respect to.the printing
of session_#2's work? How far have_the students gotten with the
independent options? _What more needs_to be done_when we meet_
again? End class in_the_usual, orderly manner; dismiss all when
materials are accounted for.

6, For the next day, lab session #4, distribute the hard copies of
work from session #2 to all teams for discussion.
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7; Repeat the steps from session #3 involved with printing the work
from session #1; Provide time again for independent
options work;

Lab Session #5 Editing and Revision

1; Distribute the hard copies of work from session #1 to all teams for
discussion; Make enough copies so that all team members may have
copies of session #1 and #2 team work for their individual jour-
nalS; The teacher may now grade/evaluate student work using these
hard copies and file them for the records;

2; Make student copie:: of pages 1-20 from the Milliken_ Word Processor
Teacher's Manual; if you have secured the palisheTT-spermission;
Encourage students to teach each other additional word processing
skills by referring to these pages during independent option time;
For example; students could learn how to block delete; block move;
find, clear; erase whole files; custom print; and use various con-
trol key combinations;

3; Ask students to retrieve the work they did during session #2; Ex-
plain that they will have the ent:re period to revise their work so
that it will be the best they can w.oduce; following the basics of
good sentence structure; correct grammar; spelling and smooth sen-
tence flow; This work should be labeled as; "Revision #1; Day #1;"

4. Monitor progress and team needs. Fifteen minutes before the period
ends, review the notes on how to save one's work. Remind students
about saving the revision as L5FB10P1.

Follow-up Activities

By now; teacher and students are well oriented to computer work
both in the classroom and the lab; The following topics are
suggested fo'flow-up activities;

1; Revision of future team or individual writings on disk; according
to:

6; Peer team evaluation and suggestions;

h; Teacher evaluation and suggestions;

c; Lecture presentation on grammar principles;

d; Lecture presentation on basic composition principles;

e; Lecture presentation on editing principles;

2; Illustrating written work for publication;

3. Printing of publication pages;

4; Collating/Binding a class publication;
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Handout
Milliken Word Processor

CLASSROOM/LAB INDEPENDENT ACTIVITY
OPTIONS

Reference Books:

1; Be _a Computer _Llterate by Ball and Charp
2. TEITiaati71176 Computer Programming - BASIC for Beginners

by Smith
3. Glossa of Acron s and Terms_by_teacherand students
4; CT= al= . . mnbilmn... by Scholastic, Inc.
5. Usborne Guide to uncerstandin the Micro - How it Works and

lihatItCanDo by Tatchell and Bennett

SiaftWara:

(See tne Recomanded Software List in the Resource Unit
Appendix.)

6. Simple games, like Mind Puzzles, Summer Games, Teasers by
Tobbs

7. Touch-type tutor programs, like Mastertype

Other Items:

8. Computer Journals available in lab
9. Writing journal reactions to computer news articlet

10; Various Apple_II manuals
11. "How to Operate the Apple Ile" by Manthei and McFadden with

cassette player and headset
12. Crises Notetaking on various articles from computer

magazines in the classroom or lab
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SAMPLE ACTIVITIES
MATHEMATICS

5 5
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MATHEMATICS COURSE CONTENT OBJECTIVES

At:the intermediate school level two one-year courses; Mathematics Applica7
tions: Phase I (Grade 7) and Mathematics Applications: Phase II (Grade 8)_
are required. Within the Mathematics Basic Program_is the emphasis on
developing abilities for applying arithmetic,_ geometric, measurement and
statistical concepts and skills. The Basic Program, which extends the K-6
continuum; delivers basic competencies and related mathematics broadly_to
real life situtions. The overall goals of the Secondary Mathematics Pro=
gram are to havi students:

1. Develop manematical competence to function effectively in today's
society.

2. Develop understnding of the _importance and relevance of mathematics
historically and in the world today.

3. Develop ability Lo think ci-itically and to solve problems.

Nurture intellectual curiosity and the desire to continue learning.

Of the Mathematics course content objectives delineated_in The FOLihdatitiel
Program's Authorized Courses arid Code Numbers (198671988) for the Basle
Program; (page F-5); six in particular are addressed by the following
sample activities. The chart below summarizes the course content
objectives reinforced by the activitios.

Samplu ActivitieS_
tGbjectives #1 #2 #3 #4 _115

Mathematir.s App Jations: Phase I

1; Review and extend understandings ,'Ind skills of
the K-6 program.
Develop v;ficiencies in the use of numbers and
operations, including simple mental arithmetic,
the basic operations with whole numbers, frac-
tions and decimals, and ratios and simple pro-
portions.

3; Develop proficiencies in estimating and measur-
ing with standard units, including metric units.

Mathematics Applications: Phase II

1;

2;

3;

Review and extend understandings
the K-7 program.
Develop proficiencies '1
operations; including
the basic operations
tions; proportions a.
Develop proficiencie:.
and in using basic

and skills of

use of numbers and
tal arithmetic,
is and frac-

Thg, measuring X
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ACTIVITY #1
The "Akamai" Shopper

Introduction To Spreadsheets

Subject:

Mathema - Data Display

Computer Literacy cturfpnt Fxpertattaill,E1:

;;5; Experiments as a user
;1;6; Responds to error messages

1;2;4; Recognizes computer processes
1;5;1; Seeks work/pley with computer
3;2;1; Identifies applications
3;3;1; Values efficient information processing
4;2;1. Describes how computers assist people

Tlistructional Mode:

Tool/Topic

Students should be familiar with the operation of the microcomputer and
the various keys on the keyboard.

A lab setting with two students per computer would be ideal however
groups of four students per computer would be manageable.

Material(s):

Microcomputers;
Spreadsheet program; such as Multiplan or Electronic Spreadsheet;
Handout: Akum,: Thoper's Worksheet; A sample worksheet follows

this activity;)
Play money;

ious consumer goods;

Time fon Activity:

One to two class periods;

Teacher Preparation:

Become familiar with the spreadsheet program and manual; Based on the
sample worksheet; prepare a simple spreadsheet on a data diskette for
each c ,ter. The spreadsheet should be set up so that the students
will siiiply modify values already entered;
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Sequence of Activities:

1. The setting for this activity is a game situation._ The_game is
designed to test studehts awarehoss Of the cost of various items
that_they use or consume daily. Ih Order to be "akamai" or smart
shoppers, the students hoed to be able to recognize bargains. They
can_do_this only -If they are aware of the approvimate retail CeSt
of a particular item which may go on sale later. The object is to
make purchases or acquire assets With the least amount of cash pos-
sible. The team ending up with the highest value of assets wins
the game.

2. Arrange students in pairs or groups of four. One member will be
the spokesperson while another will be thc treasurer._ Select one
student in the class to serve as the "storekeeper". Each group
will be given $10.00 worth of play money with which to bid and
make purchases. Distribute the Akamai Shopper's Worksheet handout,
on which students can make adjustments for their purchases.

3 Auction off fifteen items in 5UCCeSSibh tb the highest bidder.
Before bidding begins:

Give a careful deScription of the item; lie. its quantity
or weight, its brand name and the store from which it was
purchased.

Have each team come te_a cOncensus_as to the price of the
item or the highest prite they will be willing to spend for
the item.

4. After all fifteen items are "teld," älle-,4 five minutes for the
groups to barter or swap the items they "bought" with items
"bought" by other groups.

5. The winner of the game will be determined by the value of the
asset that each group possesses. The value of the asset will be
the bal-tince of_tho_cash the g000 hat plUS the actual retail___price
of the items they "bought". (That i if_the StUdents paid $3 for
an_item that costs only $2, the attoal ValUe of their_ass is $2;
which means_they wasted $1 ih makihg the bufthate.) _The students
w_ill use_a spreadsheet program to OntOt" adjustments for_their
purchases, total their assets, ahd thUS deterMihe the Winner.

6. Discuss wi_th_the students what a spreadsheet iS and its useful-
ness. Famliarize them with the spreadsheet Orb-gram they will "Le

using.

7; Have the students boot the spreadsheet program ahd load the "Akamai
Shopper" worksheet.

a; The_students should change (by overstriking) the yaloe Of the
cash they have on hand. They should then change_the ValUe bf
each item that they purchased. The teacher shOUld pi-ovide the
actual retail cost of the items.
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b. Point out that the TOTAL changes with each r-vision of the cost
of_the various items; A formula; such as @SUM(B1;;B13); for
calculating the total should be provided to the students

c. The winner of the game is the group with the highest total.

8. Have the students experimern with the various features of the
spreadsheet. For example; the items listed can be sorted so that
they appear in alphabetical order; another item can be inserted or
one can be deleted;

9; Have the students save their wol-' -heets to compare assets and
discover the "winning" team;



INTRODUCTION TO Handout_
SPREADSHEETS "Aka6ai" Shopper

A

TEAM

AKAMA1 SHOPPER'S WORKSHEET

1 CASH $10;00
2 SOAP $0;00
3 VIENNA_SAUSAGE $0;00
4 TOOTHPASTE _ $0;00
5 TOILET TISSUE $0;00
6 SPAM _ $0;00
7 PORK AND BEANS $0;00
8 CAMPBELL'S SOUP $0;00
9 BREAD__ $0;00
10 COOKIES $0;00
11 SODA $000
12 MILK_ $0;00
13 POTATO CHIPS $0;00
14
15 TOTAL $10;00

00
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ACTIVITY #2
Price Comparisons

Introduction to Spreadsheets

Subject:

Mathematics Data Analysis

Computer Literacy Student Expectation(s):

1.1.3. Uses basic control keys/commands
1.1.5. Experiments as a user
1.1.6. Responds to error messages
1.2.4. Recognizes computer processes
1.5.1. Seeks work/play with computer
2.1.4. Describes problem solving/decision making process
3.2.1. Identifies applications
3.3.1. Values efficient information processing
4.2.1. Describes how computers assist people

Instructional Mode:

Tbbl/TOpit

PrerOditite(t):

StUdentS Shald be familiar with the operation of the microcomputer and
the varioUS keys on the keyboard.

Classroom Management:

A lab setting with two students at each computer would be idea ; how-

ever; groups Of three or four are manageable.

Material(s):

Microcomputers.
Overhead prOjector or computer system with a large screen monitor for
demonstration purposes.
Spreadsheet_program, such as Multiplan or Electronic Spreadsheet.
HandbUtS: (Samples follow this activity.)

= Price Comparison Worksheet; (Handout #1);
= Price Comparison _Questions; (Handout #2).

Newspaper, such as "Midweek" magazine.

TiMe for Activity:

One to two class periods.

Teacher Preparation:

Familiarize yourself with the spreadsheet program and manual; based_on
the sample worksheet, prepare a spreadsheet on 6 data diskette for eacLI
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computer, Arrange to na've copies of the same issue of "Midweek" for
each student pair.

Sequence of ActiVitir,S:

1. This activity is designed to utilize the newspaper and a

spreadsheet to do price comparisons at various supermarkets during
a given week. The students will change the prices of various
items on a spreadsheet using the sale prices they find in the
newspaper and write summaries on their findings; The purpose of
this lesson,is tO make the students aware of advertisements which
are available to consumers_to help them make the best buys; In
addition, the students_will_make a practical application of
mathematics in the real world.

Begin the sequence of activities by_discussing with the students
what a spreadsheet is and its usefulness. Clarify and demonstrate
with an overhead projector or a large-screen monitor the features
of the spreadsheet program the students will be using; Point out
the rows, columns and necessary commands; such as an alpha sort.

3. Distribute Handout #1 -_Price Comparison Worksheet and have the
students boOt the_spreadsheet program and load the "Price
Comparison" spreadsheet- Have them sort the items alphabetically
for easier reference. They are to refer to the ads of the super-
markets shown and change the prices of the various items that are
on sale Students may use the worksheet to record price changes
before entering these new prices on the spreadsheet;

4. Give instructions for finding unit prices using the value function,
ff the items are sold in quantities of 2 or more; Show the stu-
dents how to determine the total costs of the items at each of the
supermarkets; using a formula; such as @SUM(63..C21). Have the
students save and print their_spreadsheeti_then write a summary of
their -fndings by completing Handout #2 - Price Comparison
Questions.

5. Discuss the limitations of the results Of the survey; i.e.; the
prices may vary from week to week thereby altering the results each
week. Hence, conclusions as to the most economical store can only
be determined over a prolonged period of time.

6. Extens-ions of the lesson can be done_by expanding the spreadsheet
to_show how inflation affects the prices_ of the various consumer
goods. Another application would be to have students continue the
study for two or three more weeksi_chart the_total costs of_each
supermarket on a graph and then write summaries of the results.
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INTRODUCTION TO Handout #1
SPREADSHEETS Price Comparisons

PRICE

NAME

PERIOD

DATE

COMPARISON WORKSHEET

A

ITEM QUANTITY FOODLAND TIMES SAFEWAY

3 BEEFi GROUND 1 POUND $2.39 $2.69 $2.59
4 MAYONNAISE OEST FOODS) 32 OUNCES $2.13 $2.29 $2.09

5 TOILET PAPER (SCOT) 4 PACK $1.63 $1.39 $1.65
6 TUNA_(CORAL) 6,5 OUNCES $0.93 $0.99 $0.99

7 SAUSAGE VIENNA (LIBBY) 5 OUNCES $0.53 $0.59
8 SPAM 12 OUNCES $1.59 $1.69 $1.59
9 MILK 1/2 GALLON $1.66 $1.68 $1.71

10 RICE_ 25 POUND $6.99 $6.39
11 SUGAR 5 POUND $1.87 $1.89 $1.88
12 EGGSi_ISLAND 1 DOZEN $1.45 $1.49 $1.25
13 SODA_(REPSI) 6 PACK $3.13 $2.69 $2.79
14 LETTUCE 1 POUND $1.29 $1.19 $1.39
15 KETCHUP 32 OUNCES $2.13 $2.39 $1.95
16 MARGARINE (IMPERIAL) 1 POUND $1.57 $1.69
17 CHICKEN THIGHS (FROZEN) 5 POUNDS $4.99 $4.83 $4.,.9

18 PORK_AND_BEANS 16 OUNCES $0.53 $0.55 $0.59
19 APPLES_(RED DELICIOUS) PCUND $0.99 $0.89 $0.99
20 KLEENEX 250 COUNT $1.89 $1.99 $1.79
21 CEREAL (FRUIT LOOPS) 15 OUNCES $3.29 $3.35 $3.39
22

23 TOTALS $40.98 $40.66 $40.14
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INTRODUCTION TO
SPREADSHEETS

Handout
Page 1 of 2
Price Comparisons

NAME

PERIOD

DATE

Prite COmparison Questions

AttathY= price comparison spreadsheet to this worksheet and answer the
followik, questions;

1; Which store had the lowest total cost?

2; 'Aiich store had the highest total cost?

3; What iS the difference_in the total costs of the most expensive and the
least expensive stores?

4. What conditions should you consider before you decide which store would
be the most economical to shop at each week?

a) Could you make a decision afte: studying the price over a period of
ow week? Why?

b) WOu ae distance from your home -to a supermarket be a factor?
WhY:

Wouid ie' .7eatras such as "price_cOtter c-ds" cieanliness and

d -;spH-:7 affect your decision?

) What c_hl __ors ould affect your decision?

5 .-uppo5. '. you i,ao cuponc 25(.: off the_ price of Best Foods
mayonn&nse; CompJ.te this -table using the_prices from your spreadsheet
to represent rie pfices with and without the coupon.

Times

Foodland

Safeway

Without coupon With coupon
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Handout #2_
Page 2f 2
Price Comparison

6; If each of the supermarkets were to increase their prices by 7% because
of inflation in 1986 i what would the total cost at each store be?

Times

Foodland

Safeway

Bonus:

7; Express thP difference between the total costs of the least expensive
and the most expensive stores as a percent; (Round to the nearest
whole number%) Write your answer as a statement; For example:
Foodland's prices are 2% higher than Safeway's;



ACTIVITY #3
Checking Computations on
the Order of Operations

Subject:

Mathematics Numbers and Operations

Computer Literacy Student Expec:tat_i_Ao4s4:

1.4.2. Operates with words/symbols
1.5.1. Seeks work/olay with computer
3.1.2. Describes functions of input; output and processing

Instructional Mode:

Tool

Prerequisite(q:

Entry Level Sample Activil,r,
Work (pages 43-A5) or some

Classroom Management:

Grade 7-8 Guide - How Computers
perience.

A lab sc:ting vith two studen r co[npr is recommended.

Material(s):

Chalkboard or easel with felt pE,ns.
Teacher-made handout: Order ot Operations Worksheet.
MacMillan Mathemati_cs_ by Forbes; Thoburn; Bechtel; pages 78-79.

Time for Activity:

One class period.

Teacher Preparation:

Review the reference suggested above as it applies BASIC

programming.

Seou:hce of Activities:

1. Review with the students operations used in mathematics and the re-
lated symbols used on the computer.

OperatIon Symbol Zomp_uter Symbol

Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division - or /
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Operation Sobol Computer Symbol

Exponent

Superscript
example

52

Review the order of operations:

Farentheses
b. Powers
C. Multiplication and Division
d. Addition and SuLtraction

Computer Symbol
example

5 2

Use sample mathematical expressions which ar b siNplified,
such as:

(5 x 8 = 3 x 6) + 7 Computer related keys are:
(5 * 8 = 3 * 6) + 7

(40 = 18) + 7
In order for the computer to print

(22) + 7 the answer, the student needs to
type the following: _

29 PRINT (5 * 8 = 3 * 6) + 7

Remind students to simplify the mathematical expression according
to steps with regard to the order of operation.

-53 Computer related keys are:
5 3

5 x 5 x 5

25 x 5 Student needs to enter the StateMeht:
PRINT 5 3

125

3. Provide a handout, such as the Order of Operations Worksheet,, to
simplify mathemat:cal expressions, as in the above manner. See
the following sample worksheet.



ORDER_ OF OPEPATIGS Handout
WORKSHEET Order ol Operations

Mathematical E:pressi(
and Answer

1; (18 6) 4

2; X (5

3; 10

4; 20 - 3 x 5

5; 24 (4 + 2)

4
6; ka - 10

7; 30 + 2 x

8; (5 + 7 ) 2 x 5 7

9; (25 17) / (1 3)

10; (24 + 3) / 9 + 6 * 4

NANIE

PERIOD

DATE

Computer Format Answer
using BASIC

1- 9



ACTIVITY #4
Wri Simple_BASIC Progrur3 f r

Commonly Used Equations

SubjeCt:

Mathematics - Formulas and Equations

Computer Literacy Student ,:xpectation(s):

1;1;1; Recognizes computer_instructions
1;4;1; Recognizes programming languages
1;4;2; Operates with wards/symbals
1;5;1; Seeks work/play with computer

instructional Made:

Tutee

PrerequisjteW:

Entry_Level Sample Activity #3 from the Grade 7-8 Guide How Comput.Ts
Work (pages 43-45) or some comparable experienc and Mathematics Sample
Activity 0 from the Resource Unit Checking Computations on the Order
of Operat: 3;

Elass_raom_tlaflagement:

A lab setting with two sdents per computer is recommended;

Flateria4s):

Chalkboard ar easel with celt perns;
Teacher-made handout: Cunputer-Calculated Equations W1)1-I'aheet;
acMillln Mathematlas by Forbes; Thaburn; Bechtel; page: 78-79;

S patiight an_ Computer _Literacy by Richman; pages 82-117;

Tile far Ac.tiv.cL:

TF:JI:na2r Preparar

Review th c?(erences suggested above; especially the one by Richman on
the b8fiCS of ..ASIC;

Sew,uce k-Uvities:

1. the students;_following a unit.of learning to substi-
tUte valucs into an equation.Explain.that values for the
vaHables may be stored into the compute memory.
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a. Present the following program; explain how the computer will
compute the value:

10 LET 'Tr= 3.14
20 LET R = 4
30 LFT A =II' * R 2

40 PRINT "THE AREA OF THIS CIRCLE IS ":A
50 END

Show how changing the value of R in 14ne 20 will result in the
area of the new circle.

b. A second example may be explained:

10 LET L = 347
20 LET W = 972
30 LET A = L * W
40 PRINT "THE AREA OF THIS RECTANGLE IS "0
SO END

Demonstrate how changing the values of L and W in lines 10 and
20 will result in the new area.

Assign students to write programF fOr given equations and substi-
tutions, then type the programs into the computer and finally
record the answers.

A sample handout of some of the equations and substitutions is
provided in the handout Computer-Calculated Equatio Worksheet.



COMPUTER=CALCULATTD Handout _

EQUATIONS WORKSHEET ,ommonly Used Equatlons

NAME

PERIOD

DATE

Equations ValLeS for the Variab16S Computer-
calculated
Answers

= 21 =I- 2W : 6;) 1 = 962;P*:. = 379;63M
[pi) 7 = 43'7, 50cd:i w = 105;37m

963m; = 7;536111

2. C = d = 3;14 d = 36
= 3;14; d = 628

-r%) 3;14; d = 33;1

3; A = ii2h(a 4 b) 6;) h = 12; a = 7; b = 9
b;) h = 7; 6 = 12; b = 6
-C;) h = 3; a = 7; b = 5

V= 1 xwxh : a;) 1 = 2]7cmi w = 3;8tm; h = 4;7em
b;) 1 = 56em; w = 21em; h = 32em
e;) 1 = 14;5tM; w = 9;6em; h = 10;9em

r2h
: a.) T1= 3.14; r = 1;5tM; h =
b.) 'r= 3;14; r = 3em; h = 4;6em
t.) = 3;14; r = 6c711; h = 5;5cm



ACTIVITY #5
Using the Computer to do

Multiplica_ion Calculations

Subject:

Mathematics - Numbers and Operations

Computer Literacy Student Expectation(s):

1.1.1. Recognizes computer_instructions
1.4.1. Recognizes_programming 1arTPFIges
1.4.2. Operates with words/symbb
1.5.1. Seeks_work/play_with com-
3.2.1 Tentifies_applications
4.2.1. ,,,scribes how compUters a_ .)eople

-Jstructional MOde:

Topic/Tool/Tutee

Prerequisite(s):

- Entry Level Sample Activity #3 from the Grade_7-R Guide - How
Computers Work (pages 41,-45) or_some comparable experience; _

Mathematics Sample Activity_#3 from_the Resource Unit - Checking
Computations_on the_Order of_Operations;_

- Mathematics Sample Act.vity #4 from_the Resource Unit - Writing
Simple BASIC Programs or Commonly Used Equations;

Classroom Mangement:

A lab setting with two students per computer is recommended.

Material(S):

Chalkboard or easel with felt pens.
MaeMillan Mathematics by Forbesi Thoburni Bechtel _doges 78=79;
Spotlight on Computer Literacy by Richmani pajes 2=117.

Time for Activity:

One to two class periods.

Teacher Preparation:

Review the references suggested above, Contact a federal or state
employment office for current wages of specific jobs.

7 2
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Sequence of Activities:

I; Draw the following chart on the chalkboard:

WAGES

NO; OF HOURS HOURLY WEEKLY MONTHLY YEARL':

35 3;75
40 5;50
40 15;45
38 24;75
32 37;80

2; Write this computer program on the board, explain what will happen
when program is run;

10 PRINT "My Weekly Salary Is
20 PRINT 35*3;75
30 END

$H

3; Discuss hourly wages of various jobs; Fill in the number of hours
and hourly wage columns based on information from the discussion;

4. Discuss with the students how the program could be changed to
continue filling out the weekly column:

a; Line 20 could be changed accordingly;

b; The concept of variables could be discussed and a formula
provided; READ/DATA and FOR/NEXT statements could then be
introduced, resulting in a mini-program, such as:

10 FOR X = 1 TO 5
20 READ H,W
30 LET A = H * W
40 Print "My Weekly Salary Is $";A
50 NEXT X
60 DATA 35,3.75,40,5.50,40,15.E5,38,24.75,32,37.80
70 END

5; Similarly discuss how the monthly and yearly columns could be
changed; Allow students time to complete the chart and try to
develop a BASIC program for facilitating the calculations; Remind
students about the order of operations in mathematical expressions;

73
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SAMPLE ACTIVITIES
SCIENCE
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-_,CLNCE COURSE CONTENT OBJECTIVES

intermediate school level one year of sciene ..! is required.. Schocis
must offer course choices identified under the MiniHom Electives in
secondary science curriculum; Usually Science; EaS i or Life Science are
offered at grade 7; while Science; FAST II and Earth-Space Science are
offered at grade 8; All four courses are laboratory-oriented to develop
inquiry skills and an understanding of the process of science; The inter-
mediate program; as pPl-t of the K-12 science curriculum; aims to reinforce
and extend a Y'Iude,q's ability to deal with bio-physical phenomena using
the folowing hierarchy of skilic:

I. Observe using senses appropriate to the desired data;

2. Classify observations appropriately;

3. Measure accurately.

4. Process data via collecting; record-ing; organizing and communicatin

5. Evaluate and interpret processed data;

6. Make inferences from interpretations of processed data;

7; Combine the above skills into a personal strategy for experimenting;

Of the Science course content topics/objecti-es delineated in The
Foundation__PrograW_s__Authox._i_zed__Courses_a_nd__Cod_e__Numbers (1986-198 for
the inte:;iediate courses; (pages 1-6 to 1-8); three in particular are
addressed by the following sample activities. Because the scientific
process is a theme throughout these science courses; sample activties #2
and #3 do address this concern; while sample activity #4 can reixtorce
vocabulary in all courses. The chart below summari7es the course content
topics/objectives reinforced by tt-e activities.

Sample Activities
Course Content To ics/Ob ectives #1 #2 #3 #4

Science; FAST I

Buoyancy (Density);
Nature of Scientific Knowledge; x

Scientific Process;
Scientific Literacy;

Sciences; FAST II

Nature.of Scientific KnoWledge.
Scientific Process.
Scientific Literacy.

R.=.79
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Course Content To ics Ob ectives
Smple Activities
#1 #2 #3 #4

Life Science

Scientific Process.
Scientific Literacy.

;

Earth-Space Science

Scientific Process.
Scientific Literacy. x



SAMPLE ACTIVITY #1
Density of Objects

Subject:

Science - Physical Science

-tudept_Expectation(s):Mlle

1;1;1; Recognizes computer instructions
1;1;3; Uses control keys/commands
1.1.5; Experiments as a user
1.2.3. Sequences process steps
1.2.4; Recognizes computer processes
1.5.1; Seeks work/play with computer
1.5.2. IL.s positive affect words
2.1.1. Uses computer in der-Lion making
3.3.1. Values efficient inv.-17.ation processing

Instructional Mode:

Tool/topic

PreT&quis_ite41:

Students should be familiar with computers; They should have done
problems related to buoyancy and have completed an experiment on find-
ing densities of various objects; Students should have knowledge of
the equation; D M/V;

t:

Two students per computer is recommended; Each student should have a
copy or the class data; An overhead projector is recommonded to help
guide the students through the program;

AYlaterial(s):

Microcomputers and printer;
Spreadsheet program; such as 1u1tiplan or Electronic Spreadsheet;
Overhead projector and blank transparenries; _

Teacher-made handouts: (Samples are_provided;)
- Class Data Density of Objects (for handmitten entries);

(Handout #1);
Class Data Density_of Objects (computer printout of sorted class
data); (Handout #2);

Text:_ TAW___I; University of Hawlii; Problems I through 12; pages 10-
40;

Time for Activity:

Five class periodS are needed; if students_are to_type data into the
computer; Two class periods are needed; if data is typed by the
teacher and copied onto the stuuents' diskettes;
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Teacher Preparation:

very familiar with the spreadsheet program;

If TRS-80 version of Multiplan is used; Multiplan Boot and System are
on one diskette; which means that there is very limited available space
on this diskette; Therefore; only one class data table can be written
on a diskette;

If Apple IIe version of Multiplan is used, the System diskette can hcid
three or four class data tables;

Sequence oLArAjAdtries:

1; Review the general rules and precautions in the computer lab.
Explain what a spreadsheet is and discuss what the class is going
to do with their data; (The computer and spreadsheet are tools
that will calculate and organize the data quickly and efficiently.
This then will help studentS to analyze their data.)

2; Give students instructions on how to create the spreadsheet and
enter their data; It is best to talk them through one command at a
time as needed; Use the overhead projector as an aid in discussing
such commands as:

a; ALPHA to type headings;

b; FORMAT to adjust column width;

c; TRANSFER SAVE to save after a few entries;

d. COPY to draw lines;

3; (Handout #1 Class Data Density of Objects, for hand-written
enttjes; should have been distributed earli.er_for team recordings
during the science experiment.) After students have finished
er ,ring data on the spreadsheet; have them compute densities.

a; Use the VALUE command to enter the formula for density.
Compute about three to four individual cells until students
understend the formula; D = M/V;

After students compute densities individually; show them how
the rest of the computations can be done quickly with the COPY
command;

c; Use the FORMAT command to round oft densities to the nearest
hundredths;

4. When _all_the densities have been computed; use the SORT command on
the density column for an ascending order; Have students study the
sorted table; Point_out that most of the floating objects are
located at_the top of the sheet; and the sinking objects are at the
bottom. _(See the sample printout of sorted class data; following
this activity.)
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5; D: )ossible Kinds of experimental errors that could have
3 rsonable data. Point out_-chat densities of objects

that 63-- .?.1 or nearly ,o may 'Je an indication that these ob-
jects &re of the same tyre of materials.

6. A printout r. the_sorted data_ should be mde and given to each
student as p,:.rt_of his/her laboratory report and to be used_for _

further disc-issions._ Handout_#2 - Class Data Density of Objects is
6 Sawle printout of sorted class data.



CLASS DATA DENSITY OF OBJECTS

PROBLEM P=10:

GROUP

Handout #?_
Density )1' JF_Cts

KIND OF MASS OF VOLUME OF DENSITY OF
OBJECT OBJECT(G) OBJECT(ML) OBJECT(G/ML)



uLASS DATA DENSITY OF OBJECTS

PROBLEM P-10:

KIND OF
GROUP OBJECT

WSS OF
OBJECT(G)

Handout f;c2

Page 1 of 2
Density of Objects

VOLUME OF DUSITY OF
OBJEC- OBJECT(G/ML)

SCYULLA FLOAT 3.40 32 0.11
CHURA SINK 7.09 40 0.18
CHURA FLOAT 6.05 34 0.18

JUANITA FLOAT 2.50 14 0.18

CHURA FLOA 8.17 45 0.18
ROXANNE FLOAT 8.70 41 0.21
FRELLIE FLOAT 6.02 27 0.22
CHURA FLOAT 8.00 33 0.24
SHERRY FLOAT 6.03 24 0.25
HEIDI R FLOAT 5.94 23 0.26
JUANITA FLOAT 6.80 23 0.30
HEIDI R FLOAT 4.25 14 0.30

JUANITA FLOAT 7.50 23 0.33
SHERRY SINK 1.65 5 0.33

SCYULLA FLOAT 2.70 7 0.39
CHRIS H FLOAT 6.08 14 0.43
SHERRY FLOAT 3.07 7 0.44
ROXANNE SINK 8.10 16 0.51
CHRIS H FLOAT 14.70 28 0.53
HEIDI R FLOAT 9.27 15 0.62
ROXANNE FLOAT 16 00 27 0.63
ROXANNE FLOAT 14 0.65
SCYULLA FLOAT 15.74 23 0.68
FERMINA FLOAT 9.04 13 0.70
JUANITA FLOAT 9.50 13 0.73
CHURA FLOAT 9.06 12 0.76
ROXANNE FLOAT 20.00 25 0.80
FRELL1E FLOAT 12.34 14 0.88
FERMINA FLOAT 12.74 14 0.91
FERMINA FLOAT 18.28 20 0.91
SCYULLA SINK 20.50 20 1.03
FRELLIE FLOAT 2.00 2 1.05
SHERRY SINK 6.70 6 1.12
FRELLIE SINK 7.02 6 1.17
CHRIS H SINK 20.05 17 1.18
JUANITA SINK 7.90 6 1.32
FERMINA SINK 7.00 5 1.40
JUANITA SINK 7.10 5 1.42
SHERRY SINK 4.41 3 1.47
CHRIS H SINK 17.80 11 1.62
CHRIS H SINK 21.40 13 1.65
SHERRY SINK 9.74 5 1.95
FERM1NA SINK 8.12 4 2.03
SCYULLA SINK 35.90 14 2.56
FRELLIE SINK 19.05 7 2.72
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KIND OF MASS OF _

HahdOdt #2
' 16_2 bf 2

bf Objects

VOLUME_OF DENSITY OF
GROUP OBJECT OBJECT(G) OBJECT(ML) OBJECT(G/ML)

CHRIS H SINK 55;05 13 4;23
HEIDI R SINK 9;74 2 4;87
ROXANNE S : 9;90 2 4;95
HEIDI R SIN;( 55;83 11 508
CHURA SINK 5;60 9 6;22
FERMINA SINK 19;10 3 6;37
HEIDI R SINK 1893 2 9;47
FRELLIE SINK 19;64 2 9;82
SCYULLA SINK 1970 2 985
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SubPc :

SAMPLE ACTIVITY
Mapping Data

. al Sc-.ence

Com2. er Liter:, tudent Expectg_LLITILL):

1.1.2. Reads instructions, keyboard, outpu-
1.1.5. Experiments as a user
1.5.1. Seeks work/play with computer
1.5.2. Uses positive affect words
2.1.1. Uses cckute- in decision making

Instructional Moc.

Tutor/Tool

Prerequisite(s):

None

Classroom Management:

One microcomputer should be available fo class demonstration Furposes.
There should also be a computer lab with four or more computers capable
of running the demonstrated software. A full computer lab with two to

re_ students per machine is preferable.

MateHal(1:

Microcomputer(s).
Printers, mouse_and/c..^ joystick inputs are optional.
Overhead projector is optional.
Teacher-made_handouts: (Samples are provided.)

- Intro.to.GrF-As. using Zork I; (Handout #1);
- Sample Map, ing Zork I; (Handout #2);

Any simulation sof-,.. . re that generates a non-variable two-dimensional
playing area. Many adventure and fantasy games may be utilized to
geneiate student interest and activity; Text based programs; such
as Enchanter and Zork series by Infocom; should be reserved for
advanced players and those with good written communication skills.
Mixed text and graphics programs; such as Snooper Troops and in
Search of the Most Amazing Thing by Spinnaker; may be used by stu-
dents at all levels.

TimeforActivity:

One class period for demonstration and introduction to mapping; two to
ten class periods for student work; depending on nLmber of micro-
computers available;
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Teu her 1:-.L,aration:

Read :11i doc ntation thaI 7cres i the software you plan to us and
pretest program with urei,?,ci.e.i student input; Prepare the needed
hardc,uts

Sequence _of Activities:

1; Introduce students to program initialization and keyboard or other
input device;

2; Icroduce concepts of two-dimensional arrays and 1:e oe or symbols
in represenng experimental and natural observations t:--ough maps
and graphs; Provide a handout introducing the software to be used;
such as Handout #1 to Graphs; using Zork I.

Using full class input hegin exploration of simulation playi.,4
area and reccrd observations on overhead transparency;

4; Copy the lass generated transparency for in&vidual or small group
artivitiL to complete a map of the entire plaing area ilable;
Depending on the software utilized; individual or lab groups may be
assigned specific areas to explore in preparation for a class-
deneratec! map; See Handout #2 - Sample Map; using Zork I.

5; Afvanced students may be given scouting ass;gnments to sC areas
:Jr group explorations; Optional or long term projects r
include creation of simple text arA graphics adventures
Pascal; BASIC or other structured progrimming language;

84
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INTRO TO GPAPHS
USING ZORK 1

Making Maps from Written Inform-tion

Handout
Page I of 2
Mapping DE)t:

NANE

PERIOD

DATE

Maps are 7t ;orm of graph !'sed by scientists to describe a place in picture
form. Io ',his assignment you will use .a7. adventure program to travel in a
fantasy world and your -4,p skills to (reate a map, which will help othe!-.5
to know about your While commonly used by many non-scientists _us
well, m--3s re exT way of recording data in a simple, organized
manner.

DIRECTIOFT. AND ABBREVIATIONS

North South Eas West NorthEast SOuthEast Northwest SoUthWest
NE SE NW SW

Op Down
U D

COMMANDS AND ABBREVIi,TIONS

AGAIN Repeat the last commana.
BRIEF, VERBOSE; SUPERBRIEF De'ermine_how much ,oformation.2CRK will give

yuu when you enter a room or location. Ike VERBOSE until you very
amillar with the map.

DIAC''cE Get a medical r9port on your condition after a battle.
INVE RY List what_you_are carrying.
LOOK Oescribe your location in detail.
QUIT Leave the program and go to DOS. SAVE FTP-.1.
RESTORE_ RetUrn to a position you have earlier d.

SAVE Store your position and possessicns before ,DIJ quit, so_that you can
come hack to die same_place next time. .Jery useful before
entering dangerous situations, just in case you die.

RECOGNLLD VERBS

Use in sentences to direct the program action. EVery sennce must :,ave a
verb and a noun. Spelling_counts! Examples: TOUCH the ,rror, OPEN the
Trap Door, CLIMB down the Rope.

ANSWER ATTACK BLOW BREAK BURN CLIML CLOSE
COUNT CROSS CUT DEFLATE DIG DRINK DROP
EAT ENTER EXAMINE EUT EXTINGUISH FILL FOLLOW
GIVE INFLATE JUMP KICK KNOCK LIGHT LISTEN
LOCK LOOK LOWER MOVE OPEN POUR PRAY
PULL PUSH PUT RAISE READ SAY SEARCH
SHAKE SLIDE SMELL STAY STRIKE SWIM TAKE
TELL THROW TIE TOUCH TURN UNLOCK WAKE
WALK WAVE WEAR WIND
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Handout el
Page 2 Of 2
Mapping Data

ASSIGNMENT

Use the map star.J.2d Je oll clFcls and move through 3e program in
order to answer the foliong ,J,estions;

I; In what direction is the hou from the mailbox?

2; What 4reetions must you follow to nove from the kitchen to the
e;_illery?

3. What happens if you :ouci the wirror?

4; Once you do down to the cellar; how .1 you get back to the kitchen?

Find five objects and five rcP,, or locations nm-; the class ro; and
make your own map to a&-' on t.; :,:ne class :
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_AL,IVITY_ #3

a Data Table

Subject:

cc.. ice - Physical Science

CoTEr..er Literacy Stud-it Expec,ation(s):

1.2.2. Determines structural components
1.2.4. Recognizes computer processes
1.4.2. Recoonizes words or symbols that operate the computer
2,1,1. US: the c :ter i-. decision 'Irking
3.3.1. Values ef :;iformation c.rocessing

:nstructional Mode:

Toc

Prerequisite(s):

11-.Lidents_should be familiar with_ com;Jter keyboard_and_cursor_control,
and should also have had some lab experience in collecting data.

Classroom Management:

-7rocomputer should be available fc- demoiistrtion purposes.
...1,.ould Aso be a computer lab w our or ..Dre computers capable
lng the demonstrated soft"e. A full computer lab with two to

ti, -`..udents per machine is 2referaN7e.

Material(s):

Micrcomputer(s).

Teacher-made l-:Aidouts: (Samples are provided.)
- Sample Data Table; (Handout #1);
- Sample Data Table in Formula Mode; (Hanoout #2).

Any spreadsheet, data base or text program. Spreadsheet or integrated
programs will allow data noripulation for f_ture assignments.

7-ime_for

One class period for introduction to data _arrays and labeling (for
future re'erence); one to ten class -,?riods for stuc;ent input of
collecte data. One class period " analy:'s of student output and
review.

Teachar_Preparation:

Read the documentation that eomes_with _the software_you plan_to use and
Dretest t rogrxn with projected student input. Prepare the needed
handouts.
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Sequence of_Act_vti_as_-

1; Introduce data labelirq and alignment in arrays through a simple
lab experiment; such as "Change in Mass;"

2; Demonstrate program initialization; data entr an printer control;
Provide H.,ndout #1 - Sample Data Table and HandouL #2 Sample Dat,-;

Table in Formula Mode;

Allow stude o work in lab groups or as indivicualz; depending
on the numb: -f microcomputers available;

4; Students should be encouraged to .s-e available computers for data
entry on all future labs;



SAMPLE DATA TABLE

Ts_data tE;ble shows sample Hass v_
using simp:e e;:poriment of :.otal m_s
H60 and a closed cortainer before ana
shows the same data table in firmula mode;

Handout
Data Table

NAME

PERIOD

DATE

Tab on change in mss;
-stem consisting of la6.1;

Jlixinci The following handout

A BODEF C

1 BUILD A DLTA TABLE

e
-i:,

3 RULE DATA CUAKGE IN MASS OF -, DISSIILTID SET

4

5 TRIAL 'ISf LUCRE WS AFTER CHANGE IN
t -a MI:IX_ (V NIXINV(t) HASS (g)v ,

7

8

..,_

I'l

13

14

15

16

17

18

32.17 32.24 .07

29.57 28.93 --.64

.00

36.02 3S.02 .00

7767 27.64 '.03

31.55 21.55 .00

31.45 :1.43 -.-,02

8 35;12

9 31.45 31.45 AO

10 26.69 2867 ;';.02



E DATA TA?.,-L-E lh FORMULA MODE Handout #2
Dat

NAME

PERIOD

DATE

ba-ta --La example in formula mooe with ins-cructions - creation.

A BCDEF
1 ' BUILD A DATA TALE

2

3 "SUPLE DATA CHANGE n HASS OF A DISSOLED SALT

4

5 "TRIAL "MASS BEFORE 'KASS TTER "CHASGE IR

C " "MIXING (g) "MIX (g) "HASS (g)

7 1 32.17 32.24 8747
8 0A7+1 2951 2893 Oa;

9 (4841 28.67 2867 W.49
10 OA541 36.02 36.02 OD10-810

11 010+1 27;67 27;64 011=811

12 0110 3155 3155 612412

13 11412+1 31.45 31.43 PD13-813

lei 013+1 35;12 35;12 614.11'i

15 014+1 31;45 31.45 M1541.:

16 015+1 28.69 28.67 01)16-816

17

18

19 "STEPS

20 i 'Global Manual (/GM) prevLts autonalc reca1P.ulation8;

21 020+1 r:Fove cursor to header area ahd entpr title and heading2;

22 61210 "In cell A7 enter the numbar 1.

23 022+1 'Hove cursor to A8

24 0230 'alter the formula 07+1 and replicate (IR) throue t16

0A240 "Eni.,er the data for the first trial.

26 OA251 "Move to F7 and 'Be-T. the formula (1D747

27 0260 lerokcate F7 througa F16

28 027+1 "Enter relia,Lag

29 0.28+1 "Edit (/E) to manually recalculatE data

30 012941 "GlObal Formula (-/GF) to shox fmules or results

31

32

33

9
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #4
Scientific Vocabulary

S-ubj&t.,:

Science - PiTysical Science

Computer Literaty Stbdent Expectation(S):

1.1.4. Selects/Uses written _resources
3;3;4; Values communication/informati-m

Irstruttional Mode:

Tool/Topic

Prareouisit

St:ence Seople Activity #2 from tie Resource Unit - Mapping Data or
some comparable experience;

Classroom Management:

This activity requires some student familiarity with the_microcomputer.
Vocabulary_puzzles may be complated_as homework for the full class or
as review_for selected students. i students are_to_prepare_thC_r own
word puzzl:isi at least_dne computer .1iould be available In the class-
room or other accessible location.

Microcomputer(s).
Printer. A print_eonancer utilitY such as_Fancy7Fonts b SoftCraft or

Niseprint_by Spies Labs is beneficial ir producing phbtocopy or
mimeograph reproduction quality output,

acher-made handouts: (Samples are provided.)
- Intro to WorC T'Uzzles SOftware; (Handout #1);.
Sample Comput.-Geated Cryptogram;_(Handout #2);
Same Cc.mputer-Generated Answers to_Cryptogram; (Handout P3)

MECC Puzzles and Posters (formerly titled ME::C Teachers' Utlity DiSk

-Lime fOc AttiVity:

Parts of several class_periods to collect vocabulary_fbr review; c.
class period for ihtroduc-jon of rd_puzzles.. Continuing portions_of
class periods for vocabulary compiation and stOent-ge-cratcc! puzzles.

Mather Preparation:

Pead the dOcumentation the. cow.s with the ,,,oftware_you plan to use and
pretest thL «,rith projectec tuyent input. Prepre the needed
hcc:c :s.

7



Sequence otAcAjy.ities:

1. Collect vocabulary terms from class activities and enter into data-
base portion of the MECC program.

Generate a word puzzl,- for rpv: se.ction vocab -,ry: Have
studentF define each te...-y answer question aet to
deterr -ds in lis-c;

Sh- s how computer-generated puzzles Encour-
ag to maintain their n- ' vocabulary lis Tr-led and

related science/technology re;,1, ings and creat s from
their da-Labase. Provide handouts; such as: F- Aro to
Word P',7zles Software; Handout #2 - Sample Co. J.ted

Cryptogram; and Handout #3 Sample Computer-Gb swers to
Cryptogram.



INTRO TO WORD PUZZLES SOFTkARE Htindout #1
Scientfic Vocabulbry

PERiOD

DATE

INSTRUCTION:5 FOR_FILE CREATION: Using MECC 71s and Posters WORD
SEAROA

Load the ME'C Diskette; When the graphic appears; you ieed to press the
Space Bar i.o continue to the menu;

F 'mat , Data Diskette; if you have not alre,7dy done ; Select number 5
on the r 4n menu;

Select WORD END on t. e ma;i1 menu,

SPlect CREATE A FILE on the submenu; if you do lot -ri:dy have a file;

Selec PRINT A FILE on the submenu; if you have a fie loaded; You will be
provp to insert your data disk and told to select a file :lame; Pressirj
the en ksy will display a direetory of available ti]er

MECC programs dre entirely menu driven and will prompt vo;;; as needed_
throughout the program; There is no 4ay o by-pas 'More
an mechanism for using print enhancemt pr-:'grams or
sThce MECC runs outside of DOS and requires a warm boot "



SAMPLE:COMPUTER-GENERATED Hardout =,2
CRYPTOGRAM Scinti1c Vccabular:

A

0

X

B X AL
P BX A
P HOF
U JUS
E GRS
L RVL
E TUC
AYEP
O TFR
N GUO
J ORP
E OSE
FVDR
Yy X T
YJHY
TUO
KK TL
J NYZ
G NNU
RGCW
W HJS
G NFV
MHNV
J FIFN

0

a

V

A

D
L

NAME

PERIOD

RHIFITCPLELZF
IK GOOIS I LWCPY
O LHCZRFBUTDAn
50HP TEUYPSY A[
K SABTLYMXMDRM
O V z MONYZ A IJBZD ENSEIEHI X VK T
lISNCEMLMWTFNUINGWPWMIUURBXKSGYZ ACHROMAP NOI TCAR:=EEJF
R 2 LG IL Z YAFKPB
S AUOSUZSMTRGX
G EBTNOYT LDI GIL MLOEXSARY IOU
O AETDMDERUI
B CBFBI WL ZV I IU
F I HEFO T I TLEMP
B E_ I-. X YYVZEVUYV
W PDPOWCAWSCGB
O RO X YVET IMJL .1*

H FSBHD I I KFUKB
U NCWBBBOTMVNU
ZG ILEEN'INOT X

O 3
K J

U w
g

MM
D E
1H
S L
TO
10
L J
L F
E A

V
L

O :
S L
S y
I I

D J
S C
B E
YU

ZGUDJN XRGNWOLSRFJMYU0
TO TT GEP
XOFELEO
ZGMLMZC
P PAHRDL
J.00F I
TF1WRJ GE
S R APHYJ
RA VBTGO
YWHXHNF
MPTT TD
S V 'EKMW
ROHW WO A
AS W X LIV 1

S F 2 CI.: DM
AK ZFURREHy
G B Z MPU
S TIDSr= r
E DSN17: E
O r= 0

P ' ,

Can_you fird the_twenty words hidden in tHs puzzle?
(The symbols indicate direction of location;)

CRYSTALLIZATION
EVAPORATE
FRACTION

LIWEFY
FILTER

CHROMATOGRAPHY SEPARATION
INSOLUBLE CONDENSE
FREEZING PROPERTY
MIXTURE SOLUBLE
BOIL MELT

R=.100

EXPERIMENT
DISSOLVE
DISTILL
DENSITY
PURE



SAMPLE COMPUTH-GENERATED Handout ;43

i'iNSWERS TO CRYPTOGRAM Scientific Vocabulary

...... ....

NAME

PERIOD

DATE

00p 000000000 a0001,00000 a e
. . . . .... 8F....... . ..... U . . .... 4 aOn. IE........BTL...C1 . ....LR ..... ...ON.- .I... ....7UCONDENSEIE X . OG4 .040

T .. ...
, Fr'Et.7..NG.P....'L.. S. ... ....S. Y. ACHF.0,1(-.TOGRAPHY.. P... NO I TCARFEE..E....L.1..YA..P.L.Y.R....U.S,....... .. .E.D..I....ONL.A.-...
W OLOO .0000. .L..I..0..P.....
..... Ce000 a .... -I TLE.M.S...0...................7. . ...S....F..... .... ... . ..... r).. ..I.. A...T. . . T .

. a la II LI 0 0 MOO E
or .,. 0

Words:

CRYSTALLIZATION .;[1:1)MATOGRAPHY SEPARATION EXPERIMENT
EVAPORATE INSOLUBLE CONDENSE DISSOLVE
FRACTION FREEZING PROPERTY DISTILL
LIQUEFY MIXTURE SOLUBLE DENSITY
FILTER ROU MELT PURE

96
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SAMPLE ACTIVITIES
SOCIAL STUDIES

97
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SOCIAL STUDIES COURSE CONTE!T OEJECTIVES

At the intermediate school level two one-_ ar courses; The Hawaiian
Monarchy (Grade 7) and America's Heritage. People and Problems (Grade 8)
are required. The general objectives of Secondary Social Studies
Program are for students; in increasing depth and scope; to:

1. Identify and use historical and social science knowledge and modes of
inquiry in understanding the historical development of people and
society;

Demonstrate skill in identifying and analyzing issues and problems
concerning people and society;

3; Demonstrate the ability to use decision-making and problem-solving
processes as related to issues and problems of people and society.

4; Develop attitudes and values based on the use of rational processes in
problem solving and decision making.

5; Demonstrate knowledge and understanding that reflect social responsi-
bility to self and others.

Of the Social Studies course content objectives delineated in The
Foundation Program's Authorized Courses and Code Numbers (1986-1988) for_
the Basic Program, (pages J-6, J-8), six in particular are addressed by the
following sample activities. The chart below summarizes the course content
objectives reinforced by the activities.

Ceurse Content Ob ectives
Sample_Acvities
#1 #2 #3 #4

The Hawaiian Monarchy

2 Identify and describe the development of
Hawaii's social; political and economic insti-
tutions which evolved in the post-contact period
(arrival of Europeans; Captain Cook), until the
overthrow of the monarchy and establishment of a
Republic;

3. Identify; describe and explain the major periods
and movements in Hawaiian history in the post-
contact period that influenced the growth and

x

development of Hawaii;
4. Examine the role of Hawaii's monarchs in shaping

and changing Hawaiian government and society.
x

America's Heritage; People and Problems

1; Define the concept of rights and freedoms of
individuals in American society in terms of
constitutional rights and liberties.

x

R-105 _
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Sample iLictivities
rce Cnnrent Ahiprtivpc =1 492 3 _f,L

4; Identify the major social problems confronting
American society today; describe and explain some
probable causes and the effects on the nation and
its people;
Identify significant personal problems
confronting oneself today and possibly in the
future; describe and explain some probable
causes and effects on the individual presently
and in the future;

9 3
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY T;

Robot Foul-Up

lbject:

Social Studies Moral Behavior

Computer Li_te_racy_ a' II

2;1;1; Uses computer(topic) in decision making
3;3;3; Appreciates economic benefits
3;3;5; Understands effects on ecomonics; politics; crime
4;1;1; Lists limitations
4;2;1; Descr:bes how computers assist people

instructional Mode:

Topic

Prerequislte(s);

Entry Level Sample Activity 2 from the Grade 7-8 Guide Robotics
(pages 41-42);

Classroom Management:

No classroom microcomputer is needed; Students can discuss the iss,i2
as a class and work in teams of three to four to "resolve" the problen

Material(s):

Handout with the backgrouno information on "Robot Foul-Up;" (A copy is
provided;)

Time for Activity:

One class period;

Teacher Preparation:

Prepare the handout for student use; Be prepared to discuss the
overall goal(s) and student expectation(s) of this activity;

Sequence of Activities:

I; Discuss the increasing use of robots within industry and in the
home; Have students discuss people's emerging relationship with
machines;

2; Clarify the terms; liable and malfunction;

3; Distribute the handout entitled; "Robot Foul-Up;" Have the class
read it;
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4; With one student recording notes on the chalkboard have the class
summarize the main issues of the problem.

5. Divide students_into_teams_of thre or four to plan their course of
action in_advising the family of_the deceased as to whom they
ShbOld hOld responsible for the los-s bf life;

Teams should oroanize_themselves into the roles 01- leading
attorneyi legal consultant(S) and recorder.

b. EaCh_team should present to the class its decision and ration-
ale for sun a de:Cisidn.

101
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ROBOT FOUL-UP BACKGROUND
INFORMATION

Robot Foul-Up
Story*

Handout
Page I of 2
Robot Foul-Up

An attorney in Computerville has been placed in a difficult and confusing.
position; Recently; at the Gmord Motor Company; a robot "killed" a worker.
Obviously, the robot did not consciously kill the worker. However,_the
worker's family wants to file a law suit. They have requested an attorney
to help determine who should be held responsible.

Gmord Motors has maintained it should not be held_responsible for the
worker's deatlL Accidents_happen on an assembly 'The. _In_the past,
mishandled machinery resulted in accidents_or_deaths, Working can be_
dangerous; Gmord also maintains that:it should not be held responsible for
an accident which involves a robot. The robot..was purchased to do a
particular job, and somehow it malfuctioned. Perhaps the manufacturer of
the macLine; Champ Robots, should be held responsible.

Representat'ves from the Champ Company maintain that the manufacturer
should not be held responsible for the accident. They state that the robot
malfuctioned: somethi4 that any machine, even a thinking or programmable
one can do. The Champ representatives insist that Gmord should have
monitored the machine more closely.

The responsibility for the accident may not solely rest on companies.
Perhaps individuals should be held responsible for the death of the worker.
Mr; Willy designed the robot which malfunctioned. _Obviously, the robot was
not designed to kill anyone. It was designed to do a particular job.
Apparently there was some flaw in the design. However, Mr. Willy could_not
know about this flaw until the machine was used for a period of time. Mr
Willy has maintained that he is always trying to improve his designs.
However; scientists must discover how their creations function in the
workplace before they can sell them to the public or large companies.

Mr. Gample of Service Ltd,; an organization tnat services robots,
maintained that his company should not be held responsible for the death of
the worker; Although they service robots, there apparently was no way they
could predict that the robot would malfunction and tragically take a
person's life; The workers at Service Ltd. cannot read the minds of
designers or robots!

The attorney has called you to help him advise the family of the deceased
as to whom they should sue;

Questions and Issues to Consider:

Whom do you think the family should sue? As a team, write a paper
which states who should be held responsible and, ultimately, who should
be sued; You must present arguments to substantiate your opinion, B8
sure to give reasons why the other parties should not be sued. After
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Hanoout
Page 2 of 2
Robot Foul-Up

you finish writing ybur paper; present your reasons to others within
your class; Be prepared for a livey debate!

2; Who are some possible defendants in the case?

3; What 're the positions of each defendant:

4. What should be 'Ione in a factory or by a jesigner to ensure the safe
use of a robot?

5; It is now 2210; Robots are conscious of their existence. Imagine that
a robot killed someone. What should be the punishment? Would the
punishment in 2210 be different than the punis;iment n the 1980's?
Elaborate on your response.

*From Computer Ethics by Dr. Thomas N. Kemnitz and Philip F. Vincent,
pages 17-19; copyright (c) 1985 by Trillium Press; New Y,irk; New York.
Reproduced with permissiun.
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f,AMPLE ACTIVITY #2__ _

Developing a DatabaSe fOr HaWaiiah MbharthS

Subjett:

Social Studies - Hawaiian Studies

Computer Literacy Student Expectation(s):

1.2.4; Recognizes computer processes
1;5;1; Seeks work/play_with computer
1;5;2; Uses positive affect words
2;1;1; Uses computer in decision making
2;1;4; Assists in problem solving/decision Making
3;2;1; Identifies applications
3;3;1; Values efficient information processing
3;3;4; Values communication/information
3;3;6; Identifies applications of computer sc.ience
4;1;1; Lists limitations
4;2;1; Describes how computers assist people

InStriittidhal MOde:

Tool/Topic

Prerequisite(s):

StddebtS SheOld be faMiliar with thE operation of the microcomputer and
be able te USe the_keyboard coMfortably; They should be currently
studying the Hawaiian Monarchies in Hawaiian Studies;

Classroom Management:

Fbr the classroom demonstration one microcomputer with a large_monitor
or_two should bb USed. If Amo or four microcomputers are available;
pairs_of students can use them on_a rotational basis; Refer to the
AttiVity GUidelineS in the Grade /-8 Guide; (pages 35-36); for further
detailS.

Mat2rial(s):

Microcomputers with two disk drives each;
PFS: File or some other program for storing and retrieVirig data;
Program user manual.
Teather=,Made_datbate_file_for_student entries; (Refer to_the format

for Sample Data File; Hawaiian MonarchS Database; following this
attivity.)

Resources for reference or teXt; such as:

= HaWaii's Reyal History by H. Wong arid R. K_Carey;.
= HAWAII - Our Island State by N. W. Rot-ter; L. M. KaSdOn arid D;

HaZaMa.
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Time for Activity:

One week or_so, depending .on the number of available microcomputers.
One_period is needed fordemonstration, discussion and planning.of
aCtiVity. Two days_are best for research in the_library and data entry
on the _computers. _One day is needed_for completing reports, ano tne
final day is for class d'scussion and sharing results.

Teacher Preparation:

Spend_a few flours experimenting with the programi_ to become familiar
with_its operation and documentation. Use the DESIGN function to build
a file for data on the_Hawaiian_monarchsi_according to a format similar
to the one in the sample data file following this activity.

Add a form to the file for each monarch, filling in only the monarch's
name. After students have entered the data on their data disks, be
sure to coMbine their_disks into one master disk for the classroom
database using the COPY function;

Sequence of Activities:

1. Pose the problem of_determining why some of_the Hawaiian monarchs
we-e more successful rulers_than others. After eliciting
hypotheses about the possible reasons, introduce_the_idea of
creating a computerized database of key information for each
monarch.

Review with the class the terms "database" and "information
retrieval." _Distinguish the terms field, record and file in a
databaSe, USing analbgieS.

3. Have stuaents work in pairs (mostly), assigning one monarch to
each.

4. Demonstrate PFS: File_(or similar software) and the procedure the
students will follow in searching, updating, sorting and printing
out the monarch database. Show how and_When to use both the
program disk and the monarch database disk. Clarify procedures
for continuing a search or returning to the main menu.

a. Run through the specifics of retrieving one_monarch,_such
Lunalilo, and updating the record by inserting data in one
field, Years of the Monarchy.

b. Clarif-.; the need for entering the full field for numeric
entries, such as the years (NNNN=NNNN): 1873=1874. ThiS iS
known as fixed-length data and is especially important for
comparison purroses.

Show how the PRINT function and SORT selection work. Remind__
students to always check the printer before printing to see if
it is on and the paper is properly loaded.

R-112
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5 Allow students time to research the needed data_for their monarch
from the school library or 6assroom reference books. Included in
their findings should be their monarch's stredgthS and weaknesses
as a ruler and the major events during his/her_ monarchy. Discuss
possible entries in these areas. When ready, have them enter the
data an the database. Signing up for computer time should be a
prerequisite for using the equipment.

5. After students_have entered their data on their database disk,
compile all data forms on the master database disk and provide
copies of this updated disk to _all teams. Have students sort the
file by categories to examine differences and similarities among
the monarchs. These comparisons will help students_test the
validity of their hypotheses about the more successful rulers.
Each pair or team of students must prepare a report that supports
their hypothesis based on data from the Hawaiian Monarchs Database.

Have students present their reports to the class. Allow responses
from other students. Discuss the kinds Of information they might
add to the database to shed more light on the 'issue. Soon_the
database will have grown until there are substahtial data for other
investigations, such as: What were the_major factors that
contributed to the end of the Hawaiian Monarchies?

Introducing the class to a word processor at this time woUld be
appropriate for facilitating report-writing_and for increasing
computer literacy. Refer to Language Arts Sample Activity #1 from
the Grade 7-8 Guide - Beginning Use of Word Processor, (pages 57=
60).

1 06
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DATABASE Handout
Hawaiian Monarchs

SAMPLE DATA FILE
HAWAIIAN MONARCHS DATABASE

Monarch:

Years of the Monarchy (NNNNLNNNN ):

Parents:

Offspring:

Relationship with the Hawaiian People:

Strong Points as a Ruler:

Weak Points as a Ruler:

Contributions to Hawaii:

Major Events:



SAMPLE ACTIVITY <3
Top Sec:et [Im'ormdtion

Subject:

Social Studies - Moral Behivior

Computer Literacy Student Expectation(s):

2.1.1. Uses computer (topic) in decision making
3.3.5. Understands effects Oh economics, politics, crime
4.1.1. Lists limitations
5.1.2. identifies national/internajonbl careerL,

Instructional Mode:

Topic

PrerequisiteW:

Social Studies Sample Activity #1 from the Grade 7-8 Gu4c - Computer
Crime (pages 93-94) or some comparable experience.

Classroom Management:

No classroom microcomuter is needed. Students can discuss the issue
as a class and work ii teams of three ti four to resOlve the prOblem.

Matc:jals:

Handout with the background information on "Top Sec,.-c-rt Information." (A
copy is provideth)

Time

Two class periods.

Teacter_Preparatien:

Prepare the handout fOr _student use. Be prepared to discuss tne
overall goal(s) and student expectation(s) Of thi8

Sequence of Activities:

1. Ask..students to name any incidents they have recc-Lly read abp.at Pr
heard on the news in which_an individual cPmpLiter7u3er LrlminallY b oke
into a larger computer system. Refcir to any related news artiCles
previously brought to class.

Ha-e students discuss whether there is ever any moral justification
for a criminal act. Does the end ever justify the means?

R19.



3; Clarify the terms: modem; hacker; biological warfare; Pol Pot;
illegal search and seizure; data files; absolutism; moral
relativism;

4; Distribute the handout entitled; "Top Secret Information." Have
the class read it.

5. With one student recording notes on the chalkboard; have the class
summarize the main issues of the problem.

6. Divide students into teams of three or four to plan their advice
for the Superintendent of Schools; regarding his/her course of
action; Prepare his/her speech to the School Board; in which
he/she explains the issues and proposes a plan of action for the
school system. As the Superintendent's job is "on the line," he/
she must be absolutely clear and decisive enough to carry the
meeting.

a. Teams should organize themselves jnto the roles of leading
attorney, legal consultant(s) and recorder or speech writer.

. Each team should present to the class its advice to the
Superintendent and share its prepared speech for him.
Rationale for the team's advice should be included.

7. Have the class discuss the follow-up questions found on the
handout.



79P SECRET BACKGROUND
iNFORMATION

Handout
Page 1 Of 3
Top Secret Information

Top Secret Information Story*

Entry Mission High School is in turmoil this week. On Monday morning at
600_a.m., agents Of the Federal_Bureau of Investigation raided the hOuses
of six members of the (pmputer club. The agents had_warrants_that allowed
them to search_the fami.y homes of the six, and confiscate all computer _

equipment, including any_modems_or other equipment used in the transmission
Of_data over telephone lines. In three cases, they even took the
telephones.

The_G-men were at the school_when_the principal and administrative _staff
arrived in the morning. _Again, they had warrants issued by_the Federal
judge. They went_directly to the computer room and took all the equipment -
plus both_the filing cabinets in the room. All the computer classes had to
be cancelled.

The FBI issued a statement that the students were hackers who had breached
the computer syStem of the Biological Warfare_Lab in Deadman's Spore,
Colorado. They had used a sophisticated_testing system to try different
passwords until, after nearly 900,000 tries, one finally worked.

The password they hit upon was that of a senior_government_scientist, and
they_were able to gain access to a highly_classified experiment. One drop
Of fluid under development placed in the Entry Mission Water System would
be enough to kill the entire town - painfully._ "These_kidS had the _

technology to become mass murderers on the scale of Pol Pot," the FBI
spokesn9,rson said. Not only were they able to find_their way_into_the data
files, Lut they_altered the data, thereby potentially destroying millions
OF dollars worth of research. Scientists working on an antidote had to
abandon their work to undo the damage the students had wrought in the data
files.

At a Department of Justice news conference, Assistant_Attorney General Red
Sterne said that the government would prosecute the high school students
under the national Security Act for breach of classified_data and would,
moveover, sue them and their families for $600,000 each for damages
suffered by the American people.

The Center for the Defense of Humankind_Against_Biological_Weapons_has _

proclaimed that the students are heros in the_struggle against biological
warfare. They have offered their lawyers to defend the students, if the
students will prepare a pamphlet explaining how they penetrated the
computer at Deadman's Spore, Rose Flower, Director of the Centeri said,
"We want to make it possible for every lover of humanity to defend our
species against these barbarous weapons. These children have taken the
only practical zteps American citizens have ever managed to disrupt the
development of these inhuman weapons. We owe them everything we have."



Handout
Page 2 of 3
Top Secret Information

The affair has given rise to serious differences at the White household.
The parents have written to the President of the United States; apologizing
for the actions of their son; Mr; White; naw an executive at_an aerospace
research facility; was an officer who was thrice wounded in Vietnam. He
has told his son; "I will kick you right out of this house forever _if you
have anything to do with that Commie center." Chip White has vowed that if
the government prosecutes him, "It'll be war, and I'll do that pamphlet
myself if nobody'll do it with me."

At the Merski household; other problems have arisen. Mr. Merski is an
accountant who uses his computer to keep his clients tax records. Most
nights be brings home some work, and the night before the raid had been no
exception; Among the ;-ecords confiscated by the G-men were those of
Charlie's Cash and Carry Beer Depot and Sam's Muffler and Tailpipe
Hospital; Both clients and Mr. Merski have brought suit against the
government for illegal search and seizure of property. Mr. Mo.rski,
moreover; is suing for $25;000 a day in damages for holding a computer that
is essential to his business. _The spokesperson for the FBI said of Mr.
Merski; "He should not have jeopardized his computer by allowing its use in
illegal espionage activities."

The PTA and the School Board are also considering suing the Government to
gain return of the school's computers. They claim that t rights of
students are being violated by interruption of the curriculum. The FBI
spokesperson said that the school's computers had frequently been used to
gain access illegally to other computers; and that they had evidence which
tended to show that illegal entry was a main activity of the computer club.
The Assistant Attorney General hinted that the teachers who used the room
would be prosecuted not only for illegal entry; but also for violation of
the copyright law for the illegal copying of software diskettes. Also
under consideration are charges for corrupting the morals of young people
by teaching_the means to gain illegal entry - and encouraging them in the
activity; "Until the administration and the School Board get that school
under control, there is no question of returning any equipment;" the
Assistant Attorney General said; "Ultimately; this is a community crime,
and everyone will suffer the consequences;" he said when pressed on the
question of innocent students being denied instruction.

QUESTIONS

1. What did the computer club's members do to the data files of the
Biological Warfare Lab in Deadman's Spore?

2. How did the government react?

3. What_ would the Center for the Defense of Humankind do with the
pamphlet?

4. What might be_the effect on America's sytem of keeping information
confidential if such a pamphlet were published?
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Handout
Page 3 of 3
Top Secret Information

5; Are there some military issues - like chemical warfare - which require
absolute ethical reactions? Explain fully;

6; Is it ever permissible to combat unethical institutions by illegal
means? What is the difference between the terms ethical and legal?
Evaluate the term; "relative guilt."

*From Computer Ethics by Dr. Thomas M. Kemnitz and Philip F. Vincent,
pages 54-58; copyright (c) 1985 by Trilluim Press, New York, New York.
Reproduced with permission.
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SAMPLE ACTIVITY #4
Self-Assessment

&abject:

Social Studies - Self Concept

S^A111 11 I I

1;1;1; Recognizes computer instructions
1;1;2; Reads instructions; keyboards; output
1;5;2; Uses positive affect words
3;2;1; Identifies applications
3;3;6; Identifies applications of computer science

Instructional Violde:

Tool/Tutor

Rrere4uisitels1:

Students should have had previous experience wit'i loading/booting
programs;

Students should initially work alone;

Material(s):

Microcomputers with one disk drive each and printer;
Software - Mind Prober by Human Edge Software;

Handouts: (Samples are provided;)

- Self-Assessment Worksheet; (Handout #1);
- List of Behavioral Adjectives; (Handout #2);
- Definitions of Behavioral Adjectives; (Handout #3).

Readings on personality and assessment from text:

- Invitatisi ' ,. $ by Ragland and Saxon - Unit
- The Cy- 0 (chapters 5-7);
- Self_and_Rersonality (chapter 11);
- ThMiftd_Test by Aero; et al;
- Mlnd_Prober handbook; James H; Johnson; Ph;D;; et a ;

Time for Activity:

A one to two,week periodi_depending on the number of computers and
software packages available.



Teacher_Preparation:

Spend an hour or so experimenting with the program. Prepare the
handouts for student use.

Sequence of Activities:

1. Explain to students that they will do a computer self-assessment
based on whether or not they agree or disagree with 6 adjectives
which describe their behavior.

2. Gi7en a worksheet in advance and a list of the words and defini-
tions, have students go through the checklist and make theii-
selections. See the sample handouts provided.

3. Have students enter their choices on the computer when the computer
is available. After the assessment is completed, students should
select "Make a Report" from the main menu and send the report tO
the printer, according to instructions on the monitor.

4. Have students file their reports which they_ should keep confiden-
tial. Students who do not feel threatened by the results of their
reports have the option to ask a friend to run the same program,
using the same list of adjectives.

5. As a follow-up, assign students to write a paper commenting on
areas of the report that they feel accurately describe their
personalities or do not give a true picture of themselves.
Students might be asked to respond to questions, such as:

d . What adolesc^nt personality type do you see in your report?
(See page 168 in Invitation to Psychology.)

b. To what extent do you think the remarks in the report reflect
the influence of your family? Your pets? Others?

Do you think other people see you the same way? Why? Why not?

d. According to the report; where do you fit into Lawrence
Konlberg's "Si-sies of Moral Development"? (See pages 161-163 in

ta-R4chology)

e. What areas in the report do you think you need to improve upon?

6; As a follow-up; students can be assigned to make a Me-Puzzle,_ a
real jigsaw puzzle featuring drawings and magazine cut-outs that
reveal different aspects of their personalities as they see
themselves; (This is one way to provide opportunities for students
to use art in their work.)



SELF-ASSESSMENT Handout #1
WORKSHEET Self-Assessment

NAME

PERIO

DATE

1; Go through the following list of adjectives - descriptive words - and
mark whether you AGREE or DISAGREE Jith each term; if it were used to
describe you.

2; After making your responses on paper; load Mind Prober into a computer
(Apple He); Select "Assessing A New Subject" or "New Assessment" from
the main options menu. Run through the word list, transferring your
choices from the list in Handout #2 to the screen.

Follow all instructions from the screen. If a printer is attached to
the computer, make a hard copy of the assessment. If there is no
printer; select "screen" to display your results; Your assessment can
be saved to a data disk and printed later on.

3. File your assessment report in your folder. Select one of the major
assessment categories from the print out, and write a short paper
discussing what the computer hi,s said about you; You may agree or
disagree with the assessment; Be sure to give examples_from your life
to support the assessment or examples to disprove it, if you_disagree
with the results; REMEMBER, however, the computer only responds to
what you input;

4; To help you with the assessment; a word list containing the adjectl7es
is found in Handout #3; Refer to it if you are not sure of a
definition;
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WORD LIST OF BEHAVIORAL
ADJECTIVES

Handout #2
Self-Assessment

BEHAVIORAL ADJECTIVES

i _AGRE_E DISAGREE ' SCREEN #4 AGREE !_DI_SAGREE_

Talkative Self-blaming
Egotistic Precise
Emphathetic Guarded
Apprehensive Carefree
Unconventional Dependent
Kind Comforting
Rigid Affiliative
Imeatient- Ambitious
Sympat.etic Status-conscious
_Reserved Humble

SCREEN 4-2 sCREEN #5

Adventuresome Accurate
Uncaring Defensive
Quiet Joking
Sarcastic Defenseless

Consoling
Hospitable

1 Goal-oriented

--Concerned
DistE:t
Competitive
A ologetic Seeks attention
tgoing Obedient

Independent_ Responsible

SCREE3_ ,SCREEN #6

Sensitive Wary
Playful_Me_e_k___

Meticu ous

Help-seeking

Trusting
Protective
Loyal
Striving
-Seeks -reCO gn _i_t_i on_

Approval-seekin Secretive

SCREEN #7

- - .
Insecure
individualistic
accomplishing
Socially striv_i_n_rj_



DEFINITIONS OF BEHAVIORAL
ADJECTIVES

UjettiVe

accomplishing

accurate

achieving

active

adaptive

adventuresome

affiliative

aMbitious

apologetic

apprehensive

approval-seeking

carefree

charitable

comforting

competitive

concerned

conservative

consoling

cultured

deep

defenseless

defensive

dependent

distant

Handout #3_
Page I of 4
Self-Assessment

BEHAVIORAL ADJECTIVES

Definition
_

successful; to bring to completion

correct, clear-cut, beyond doubt

accomplishing; persevering; striving

energetic; lively; dynamic

able to adjust; fits in; flexible

daring; willing to take chances

associated, connected

enterprising; striving; eager

sorry; regretful, makes excuses

fearful; worried, afraid

wanting acceptance and praise

free of worry or responsibilities

generous; kind; giving

soothing; relieved; consoling

seeking to win; ambitious; achieving

aware; caring; interested

moderate; prudent; cautious

solace; to cheer up

refinement, gentility, taste

profound, intense, wise

unguarded; unprotected; needing shelter

protective, shielded, careful

needing aid or assistance

remote; inaccessible; removed
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Handout #3
Page 2 of 4
Self-Assessment

AdTective Definition

educated knowledgeable; informed; cultured

egotistic self-centered; individualistic

empathetic aware of another; compassionate

envious resentment; discortent; jealous

fun-loving playful; carefree; spontaneous

goal-oriented seeking success and achievement

good natured amicable; pleasant; happy

guarded kept safe; protected; watched over

hard working eager; responsible; go-getter

help-seeking looking for assistance or comfort

hospitable welcoming; warm; receptive

humble reserved; self-conscious; modest

idealistic daydreamer; imaginative; visionary

impatient excitable-, unable to wait

independent self-reliant; autonomous

individualistic one-of-a-kind; independent

innovative creative; new; original

insecure inadequate; unsure; shaky

intellectual rational; smart; quick-witted

jealous envious; vigilant; fearful

joking witty; wisecracking; jesting

kind gentle; considerate; warmhearted

liberal tolerant; generous; unrestrained

likeable pleasant; enjoyable; attractive

loving affectionate; devoted; caring

R-126
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Adjective

loyal

meek

meticulous

neighborly

nurturing

obedient

open minded

optimistic

outgoing

passive

pessim.;stic

playful

pleasure-seeking

precise

protective

quick thinking

quiet

religious

reserved

responsible

rigid

sarcastic

secretive

seeks attention

seeks recognition

Handout #3
Page 3 of 4
Self-Assessment

steadfast; faithful; devoted

humble, submissive

extremely careful; scrupulous

friendly, amicable; familiar

nourishing; supporting; fostering

complaint; amenable; dutiful

aware, unbiased, receptive

hopeful, positive; enthusiastic

sociable, friendly

submissive; compliant; inactive

gloomy, negative; depressed

impish; mischievous; frivolous

seeking gratification or delight

clearly defined; exact

defended; guarded; careful

bright, perceptive; alert

still; silent; not talkative

pious; scrupulous; devout

restrained; self-controlled; shy

accountable; trustworthy

stiff; uncnanging; inflexible

joking in a biting or cynical way

covert, underhanded, concealed

wanting to be noticed

wanting to be praised

R-127
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Handout #3_
Page 4 of 4
Self-Assessment

Adjective Definition

self-blaming guilt, fault, finding

sensitive perceptive, touchy, nervous

serious grave, earnest, weighty

silly lacking good sense, frivolous

sincere true, honest, natural

socialls striving seeking respectability

status-conscious attentive to position and wealth

striving contending, exerting effort

suspicious doubtful, distrust, uncertainty

sympathetic comforting, understanding

talkative chatty, always speaking

tidy neat, orderly, clean

trusting confident, committed

uncaring lacking in warmth or sympathy

unconventional unusual, not the norm, rebellious

virtuous pure, moral, goodness

warm friendly, sincere, cordial

wary cautious, watchful, on guard

yielding deferring; relenting, gives in
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RESOURCES
RECOMMENDED SOFTWARE

and
ADDITIONAL TEACHING AIDS
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EXPLORATORY.COMNTE L1TERAV. SOFTWARE LIST

Intorudi6te S-chool Level

Title Grade(s) Hardware Use Cost Publisher

ANle Presents Apple

AppleWorks

AppleWriter

bak Street Writer; Speller

Chipwits

Classification 4-9

omputer Discovery: A Comp. Lit. Prog. 7-12

Cut & Paste 4-12

Earth & Life Science (Sci. Vol; 3) 7-12

4-12

7-12

7-12

4-12

7-12

Enchanter

Easy Graph

Electronic Spreadsheet

Experiencing Procedures

Flight Simulator

Friendly Filer

Fun House Maze: Strats; in

Gears .

Gertriide'S Pkiles

Homeword

Ih Search of the Most Amazing Things

King's Rule; Mathematics & Discovery

Know Your Apple

KoalaPad Touch Tablet

Laboratory in Cognition & Perception

Logo Programs

Logo Programs

Loops

Lotus 1-2-3; Version lA

MasterType

Magie Slate

6-12

4-9

7-12

6-9

7-12

4-9

rob; Solv. 4-12

7-12

3-9

4-12

4-9

6-12

2-12

K-12

7-12

K-12

K-12

6-9

7-12

2-12

4-12

122

APP

APP

APP

APP, IBM, 064

APP

APP; IBM

APP, IBM; TRS

APP; 064

APP

APP; IBM

APP; IBM, 064

APP; IBM

APP; IBM

IBM

APP; IBM

APP

APP; IBM

APP

APP

APP; IBM; C64

APP; IBM; C64; IRS

APP

APP; IBM

APP

IBM

APP

APP; IBM

IBM

APP; IBM

APP

Ihtroduction to Ceputi' $ ==== APR

Integrated Spd, WdPr; DB $2$0.00 APP

Word Processing 5149 95 ;PP

Word Processing $70$95 SCH

Programming/Problem Solv. $ 39,95 BRP

Problem Solving S 36,00 MEC

Computer Literacy $200,00 SRA

Word Processing $ 50.00 ELA

PrOlem Solving $ 39.00 MEC

Problem Solving, Game $ 39.95 INF

Graphing $ 49.95 GRO

Spreadsheet ; $

Pre-Programming $ 36.00 MEC

Simulation $

Data Base S 39.95 GRO

Problem Solving, Game $ 59.00 SUN

Problem Solving $ 59 00 SUN

Problem Solving, Game $

Word Proce ig $ 69.95 $OL

Problem Solving, Game $ 39.95 SSC

Problem Solving $ 59.00 SUN

Keyboard Familiarity $.39.95 MS.

GrapOcs. .

$149.95 OA
Problem Solving/Psych $140.00 CON

Programming $125.00 IBM

Programming $80-$150 APP

BASIC Programming $ 36,00 MEC

Integrated Spd, WdPr, DB $ 9$.4.0 LOT

Keyboarding
$

Word Processing $ 65.00 SUN
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Title Gr3de(s) karhan Use Cost Publisher

Mia'o Discovery 4-8

NJcrOtype, The knderful World Of PAZ 4-8

Microzine

Miliqen.WOrd PrOCeSSOr

Mind Prober

Mind.PuZzleS

MOdOling

Moptown Hotel

MUltiplah

PaperClip Preessional Word

Pc_P8i0t.PIU

PFS: FILE

PFS: UAPH

P.F$: q.QRT

PFS:.WRIT

Print MasW

Problem Solving Strategies

Processing Words

Puzzles and Posters

Robot Probe

Rocky's Boots

Snooper_Troops Series

Summer.Games

Story Tree

SUtViVal Math

Superscripsit

Teasers by Tobbs

The Factory

The Glass Computer

The Incredible Laboratory

The Newsroom

The Pond

The Print Shop

The Right Turn

WordProof

Tod( I

3:12

7-12

6:9

1:9

4-12

2-12

Processor 7-12

412

712

712

712

4:12

4-9

1-12

3:12

3-12

4-12

6-12

6=12

412

4-12

3-12

6-9

:-12

6-12

3-12

4-12

7-12

4-12

6-12

APP

APP- IBM- C64

APP

APP

APP; IEN

APP

APP; IBM

APP

APP, IBM, 064

APP; IBM 064

IBM

APP; IBM; 064

APP, IBM, 064

APP; IBM; 064

Appi IBM

IBM

AP'

1BN

APP, IBM, 064

ITS

API

APPi IBM

cs

AM IP .....

AR, IBM, TRS

TRS

APP., IB

APP

APP, IBM

APP

APP, IBM

APP,

APP, C64

APP, 054

IBM

APP, IBN

Computer Literacy

Keyboarding

1)isk Magazine

Word_Processin

Problem Solving/PSych

PrdbleM SblVih

PrdbleM Solvihg

Problem Solving

SpreadSheet

Word Processing

GraphiCS

TRS De,a Manager

IRS GraPh Generator

TRS Report Generator

Word.Processing

GraOiCS_

Problem SolVing

WOrd PrOCeSsing

S Practice_TOO1

PitbleM SOlVin

Logic

Game_

Problem SolVing, Games

Language Arts

$imulation

Word Processing _

Nblem SolVing, Games

Problem Solving

BASIC PrOgramming

Problem Solving

journalism

Problem SolVing

Graphics

Problem solving, Games

Word Processing

ProbleM SOlVing Game

$200;00 SRA

$ 39;95 SWP

$14900 SCH

$ 69;95 MIL

$ 49;95 HES

$ 49;00 MEC

$ 35;00 MEC

$ 39;95 TLC

$95-$195 MCP

$ 59;95

$ 99;00

$125;00

$140 00

$125;00

$140;00

$ 59;95

$ 48;00

$ 36;00

$ 5900

$ 49;00

$ 49;95

$ 44;95

$ 40;00

$ 5995

$ 49;00

$199;00

$ 490C

$ 49.00

$ 36.00

49.00

$ ;9.95

$ 49.00

$ 49.95

$ 59.00

$ 60.00

$ 39.95

BIN

MSY

SPC

SPC

SPC

SPC

UME

TLC

MEC

MEC

SUN

TLC

SSC

ERY

SCH

SUN

RAD

SUN

SUN

MEC

SUN

SPB

SUN

BRO

SUN

IBM

INF



CODE PUBLISHER

PUBLISHER CODES

ADDRESS CITY; STATE ZIP

APP
BER
BIN
BRO
BRP
CON

APPLE COMPUTER, INC;
BERTAMAX (EISI)
BATTERIES INCLUDED
BROCERBUND SOFTWARE
BRAINPOWER, INC;
CONDUIT SOFTWARE

10260 DANDLEY DR. CUPERTINO, CA
3647 STONEWAY NORTH SEATTLE, WA
17875 SKY PARK NORTH #P IRVINE, CA
17 PAUL DR. SAN RAFAEL, CA
24009 VENTURA BLVD. 250 CALABASAS, CA
UN. IOWA/OAKDALE IOWA CITY, IA

94017
98103
92714
94903
91302
52242

CSI COUNTERPOINT SOFTWARE 4005 W. 65th ST. 3218 EDINA, MN 55435
ELA ELECTRONIC ARTS 2755 CAMPUS DR. SAN MATIO, CA 94403
EPY EPYX COMPUTER SOFTWARE 1043 KIEL CT. SUNNYVILLE, CA 94089
EWS EDU-WARE SERVICES, INC. 22035 BURBANK BLV. 223 WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91368
GRO GROLIER ELC; PUBL. 95 MADISON AVE. # 407 NEW YORK, NY 10016
HES HUMAN EDGE SOFTWARE 2445 FABER PL. PALO ALTO, CA 94303
IBM IBM CORP. P.O. BOX 1328 BOCA RATON, FL 33432
INF INFOCOM SOFTWARE 125 CAMBRIDGE PARK DR. CAMBRIDGE, MA 02140
LOA KOALA TECHNOLOGY CORP. 3100 PATRICK HENRY DR. SANTA CLARA, CA 95052
LOT LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP. 161 FIRST ST. CAMBRIDGE, MA 02142
K12 K-12 MICROMEDIA 172 BROADWAY WOODCLIFF LAKE, NJ 07675
MCP MICROSOFT CONSUMER PROD. 10700 NORTHRUP WAY BELLEVUE, WA 98004
MEC MECC 3490 LEXINGTON AVE. N. ST. PAUL, MN 55112
MIL MILLIKIN PUBLISHING CO. 1100 RESEARCH BLVD. ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
NJE MUSE SOFTWARE 330 NO. CHARLES ST. BALTIMORE, MD 21201
MSY MOUSE SYSTEMS 2336H WALSH AVE. SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
PCS PC SOFTWARE 4155 CLEVELAND AVE. SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
RAD RADIO SHACK 1400 ONE TANDY CENTER FORT WORM, TX 76102
SCH SCHOLASTIC; INC. P.O. BOX 7502 JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65102
SOL SIERRA ON-LINE, INC. SIERRA ON-LINE BLDG. COARSEGOLD, CA 93614
SPC SOFTWARE PUBLISH. CORP. 1901 LANDINGS DR. MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94943
SRA SCIENCE RESEARCH ASS. INC, 155 N. WACKER DR. CHICAGO, IL 60606
SRB SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE, INC. 7807 CREEKRIDGE CIRCLE MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55345
SSC SPINNAKER SOFTWARE 215 FIRST STREET CAMBRIDGE, MA 02142
SUN SUNBURST COMMUNICATIONS 39 WASHINGTON AVE. PLEASANTVILLE, NY 10570
SWP SOUTH WESTERN PUB. CO. 5101 MADISON RD. CINCINNATI, OH 45227
TLC THE LEARNING COMPANY 545 MIDDLEFIELD RD. 170 MENLO PARK, CA 94025
UME UNISON MEDIA 2150 SHATTUCK AVE. BERKLEY, CA 94704
XER XEROX EDUCATION PUBL. 245 LONG HILL RD. MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
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ADDITIONAL TEACHING AIDS

Available at the TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER
3645 Waialac Avenue, Room B-6

Honolulu, HI 96816
PH: 735=2825

COMPUTER KEYBOARDS AND CHARTS

Apple IIe Keyboard
Apple IIe Keyboard

Commodore 64 Keyboard
Commodore 64 Keyboard

37" X 11"
8" X 13"

31" X 13"
18" X 14"

IBM=PC Keyboard 10" X 38"
IBM=PC Keyboard 8" X 11"

Radib Shatk TRS=80 Model 4 Keyboard (with key paJ) 38" X 12"

1RS=80 Co;or Computer 1 & 2 Keyboard (without key pad) 14" X 18"

IBM Selectric Typewriter Keyboard 29i" X 11"

spe7ia1 Keys: Apple IIe Chart 23i" X 14"

Special Keys: IBM=PC Chart 14" X 23i"

Computer Finger Chart X 13"

Care and Eandling of Dikette Chart 18" X 12"

Compute!' Etiquette Chart 18" X 12"

Computer System Components and Functions Chart 18" x 12"

Note: The Apple and_Commodore Keyboards are_screenprinted on heavy
Crescent boards. All others are printed or Xeroxed on white paper.
Subject to availability.

Oahu requesters: Call if items are available for pick_up, _

Neighbor Island requesters: Contact your district liaiscn for TAC.

The-Fli Side of Flo IP II

TEACHING KIT

ies, A Basic Introduction to Com uters and_FlO
Disks Featuring Robot Tutor Viktor Verbatim by Verbatim_Corporation.
(Includes a ten-minute, color videotape and teaching guide)

Call TAC librarian, at 735-2825 to reserve teaching kit.


